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Mark Teo (Aaron Cometbus
story, page 12) is a Torontobased arts and culture
writer. He’s the associate
editor of AUX.TV and AUX
magazine, and his work has
appeared in publications
such as Fast Forward Weekly,
Toronto Life, This and Weird
Canada. He’s currently
refining a book pitch
centered around Through
Being Cool, Saves the Day’s
1999 pop-punk classic (and
no, that’s not a joke).

Patrick Burgomaster
(“Burgomasterpiece
Theatre, page 8) is an
illustrator in Halifax, NS.
He is very handsome and
has a great sense of
humour. Patrick is a
graduate of NSCAD
university and teaches
drawing and children’s art
classes there.

Lynn Scurfield (illustrator,
“Train Girl,” page 63) is a
studying illustrator living
with two huskies in the
quiet ‘burb of Oakville, Ont.
She’s currently in her last
year of Sheridan College’s
Illustration program (it’s
pretty cool), and day she
hopes to draw for mad cash
while listening to Last
Christmas on repeat.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

As I write this, summer is beginning its slow descent into fall. This is the time of year where everyone waxes poetic about the change of the
seasons — the crisp air, the brilliant leaves, the
waning days and those nasty pumpkin spice lattes
stinking up the coffee shops.
For us in Broken Pencil land, fall signifies one
thing: craziness. Between putting the fall issue to
bed and prepping for not one, not two, but
THREE Canzine festivals of zines and underground culture — in Winnipeg (Oct 25), Toronto
(Nov 1) and Vancouver (Nov 8) — we’ve spent the
last month in a frenzy of writing, editing, coordinating, organizing and planning.
We’ve also launched a fall writing contest in
conjunction with our app, the Nub — right now,
you can go download the app (it’s free!) and follow
the instructions to enter our Unearth Your Underworld competition and submit a written piece
dealing with any type of underworld (basements,
sewers, Hell, that weird spot under your mattress).
There’s a $600 cash/swag prize! So what are you
waiting for? Go download the app.
We’ve also got a bunch of changes happening at
the mag, taking effect in this very issue. I’m
pleased to welcome our new comics columnist
Patrick Burgomaster, whose column “Burgomasterpiece Theatre” will be replacing the venerable
“Jason and the Comics” after a five-year run. To
paraphrase Hunter S. Thompson, Burgo is one of
God’s own prototypes — too strange to live, too
rare to die — and I’m simply delighted that we’ll
get to experience his bent-yet-astute observations
in our pages. We’re also introducing two other
columns: “The Smell of Our Own,” where for each
issue we’ll enlist a creator to interview another
creator they admire, and “Under the Covers”
where we’ll take a closer look at a fantastic printed
object that particularly blew our minds. For the

first edition of “Smell” we’ve got author, artist and
playwright RM Vaughan interviewing poet Peter
Dubé about his relationships with magick and the
occult. And in our first edition of “Covers” we’ll be
looking at Dust, a new self-published book by musician Phil Elverum (Mount Eerie) featuring a series of lovely but disquieting photos.
Notions of transition appear in this issue’s regular features too. In our cover story on page 12,
writer Mark Teo tells us how the legendary zinester and raconteur Aaron Cometbus came to
release his first book of poetry on Winnipeg’s ARP
Books in an unexpected turn of events. While I
don’t agree with Cometbus on everything, I admire his outlook and his creative convictions,
which have held firm in the 25 years since he
started the Cometbus zine. He’s willing to make
forays and explorations in different mediums, but
his book Last Supper never loses the essence of
what makes Cometbus great: namely, his fearlessness, candor and acuity.
As we continue to hurtle through this season of
insanity, I’m hoping to give myself a moment of
pause — maybe even this weekend — to make a
zine for one of my best friends, who is getting
married at the end of the month. I think it’s going
to take a forced, deadline-based act of creation to
remind me of that other thing about fall: it’s a season of fresh starts! New beginnings here people!
This fall, try and step away from the blur of daily
life — the endless compunction to keep moving
forward, forward, forward — and remember how
good it feels to make something new, something
entirely for ourselves. I think all the people profiled in this issue exemplify that ability and should
serve as inspiration to those of us who are trying
to enact changes in our personal and creative lives.
Alison Lang
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LETTERS AND MISC

Above: Someone sent us a dirty pigeon feather AND a banknote… from Hell.
You like us, you really like us!

Above: Super rad Janis Joplin stamps sent to us by the French-Canadian mag
Circulaire. Keep mail alive!

Above: Former BP assistant editor Nathaniel G. Moore sent us a little note.
Enjoy the island life, friend. — Ed.

Above: Liza sent us the nicest note. Thank YOU! We reviewed your zine on
page 32. (It rules.) — Ed.

Above: Thanks for the cartoon, Robb! (See more of his work at robbmirsky.com)
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TEN YEARS OF THE MAGIC TEETH DAILIES
but subtle — fictionalization of the autobiographical material.
“When I started the Dailies, I had no
idea how long I’d really be able to do it,”
Gaudin says. “I knew I had a backlog of
maybe sixty cartoons that I’d be able to pull
out of my memory and finally write down.
But about a hundred days in it all started
to gel. That’s when I was finally at a place
where the new ideas were free to flow
out of my fingertips… Creation took over.”
Gaudin, like a good comedian, has always
refused to let his readers get too comfortable, particularly since his sense of humor
won’t allow it. Over the years, his comics
shifted from straightforwardly autobio-

LISTEN MUSIC REVIEWS
curt 20 minutes. This is the dystopian
future of music, imagined from the middle of a decades-old John Hughes film.

Actual Water

Call 4 Fun, Bad Actors
(badactorsinc.com)

Teledrome

Teledrome, Mammoth Cave
(mammothcaverecording.com)
Rule: if it looks like Weird Science, it probably sounds like Weird Science. The cover
art for Teledrome’s debut full-length is
straight out of 1985, and its songs don’t
stray far from the technology-focused
styles that emerged from that era: icy and
synthesizer-heavy. The Calgary outfit’s
subject matter vacillates between the celebratory, sentimental and sour as they
burn through 10 angst-ridden songs in a

graphical to more self-fictionalized.This
new approach deftly integrates with the
one-off jokes in such a subtle way that it
compels the reader to see the Dailies not as
separate illustrations but as a larger work.
Ten years on, Gaudin has decided to end
things. The Magic Teeth Dailies drummed
up press in a number of Canadian and
U.S. media outlets, and led to other work
opportunities for Gaudin. Ultimately, the
comics have achieved their initial goal;
to stir Gaudin’s creative juices and keep
them going indefinitely. We can look at
the Dailies as a narrative, told in real time,
of the maturing relationship between a
cartoonist and his comedic art. (Ted Child)
A panel from Ted Child's Magic Teeth Dailies.

In 2004, Victoria, B.C.-based cartoonist
Gareth Gaudin was at a creative impasse,
frustrated with his lack of output. He
decided to make a drastic decision. “I wrote
'Day One' at the top of a page and committed myself to a cartoon a day until
death,” Gaudin says.
The project, called the Magic Teeth
Dailies, has now sprawled into thousands
of comic strips stretching over the years.
Gaudin — who’s also co-owner of the
Eisner-nominated and Shuster Awardwinning retail store Legends Comics —
uses single-panel daily drawings to tell
his story. Most of the comics feature the
chunky Perogy Cat, a philosophical feline
that the Globe and Mail dubbed “the antiGarfield.” It’s easy to mistake the Dailies
for one-off jokes interposed with fairly
conventional autobiographical material,
but it also features outrageous humour
that involves deceptively sophisticated
word play and punning.
While the one-off jokes and autobiographical material are the bedrock of
these cartoons, Gaudin has continually
pushed against the borders of his chosen
form, with musings on Victoria and then
New York, dabbling in portraits, song
and poem adoption and an increased —

Call 4 Fun is the aural equivalent of graffiti on a bathroom stall wall. “Take the
Stairs” pokes fun at an unfit acquaintance. “Fire on George Street” laments
the condition of one of Toronto’s seediest strips. Names are scrawled across the
album, in its titles and lyrics: “Latoya;”
“Waldo Jackson;” “Gorgeous George.”
The upbeat “Power Pop Radio” could almost be this record’s ambassador, but
Actual Water’s output isn’t typically tidy
enough to merit the power pop label.
Consider Call 4 Fun a carefree nod to One
Chord to Another-era Sloan.
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Silkken Laumann

Not Forever Enough, Independent
(silkkenlaumann.com)
This Ottawa-based quartet — the champion rower, in case you’re wondering, has
one less k in her name — was launched
by two members of The Acorn, but you
won’t find more than a hint of Acorn
folk-rock here. Rolf Klausener’s distinctly gentle crooning aside, Silkken Laumann’s niche lies somewhere between
Caribou’s Swim and Matthew Dear’s t. It’s
groovy, yet forward-thinking — prime
material for both a headphone trip and a
laid-back dance hall.
(all reviews by Scott Bryson)
HEY! Starting next issue, we'll be expanding
Broken Pencil's music section to fill this page.
Email tips to editor@brokenpencil.com.

X-FILES ZINE WANTS YOU TO BELIEVE… IN LOVE

The romance is out there: Images from Adam Waito's Special Agents.

Last year, at the 2013 San Diego ComicCon during the 20th anniversary reunion
panel for the much-adored ‘90s sci-fi series The X-Files, someone asked its stars
David Duchovny and Gillian Anderson
whether their characters Mulder and
Scully had ever had sex. “We shot it [a sex
scene], we shot it. It’s somewhere,” Anderson replied.
Adam Waito is one fan who isn’t surprised that such a scene exists somewhere on the cutting room floor. “There
are a number of episodes that really flirt
with the line, and I think producers of
the show knew how powerful that stuff
was for their audience,” he explains.
Waito’s gorgeous risograph romance zine
Special Agents takes the Mulder/Scully
dynamic to the next level. You better believe there are handcuffs, a Netflix date,
a sexy bath and maybe even a proposal.
Waito is a Montreal-based musician
who works part time as a concert promoter
and says he fell into the world of illustration by accident. “One day someone
needed a [gig] poster and I offered to do
it. A lot of my friends didn’t know I could
draw,” he says. Soon he was doing several posters a week, including a series of
well-received X-Files-themed posters.
The response helped Waito realize that
there was still a great demand for stories
about the two FBI agents, and a zine tribute was the next logical step. “I thought

it could be half a sincere scratching of
some kind of perverse itch that I had to
place Mulder and Scully in romantic scenarios and half sort of tongue-in-cheek
homage to the sexy X-Files fanfic that had
its heyday in the 90s,” he says.
The fandom culture term “shipping”
— short for “relationshipping” — fixates
on wanting fictional characters to be in
a romantic relationship. For years, X-Files
dangled the “will-they-won’t-they” question, taunting fans like Adam in the process. (In the 2008 feature film X-Files: I
Want to Believe, Mulder and Scully are
depicted in a romantic relationship, but
it disappointed so many fans that it's
widely considered separate from the rest
of the X-Files universe.)
The truth is out there, and so are many
more X-Files zines. Waito cites the minicomic Slime and Bus by Josephin Ritschel
as one of his favorites. But it’s clear that
Special Agents is not solely a product of
passionate fandom: it’s a reverently creative tribute. “I found their relationship
riveting… I think I learned how to flirt
from the X-Files,” Waito says. “Now, as an
adult, I really appreciate the fact that a
man and woman had this really close relationship for so many years without it
needing to cross that line into romance.”
(Buy it here: etsy.com/ca/shop/waitominute.)
(Sara Black McCulloch)

CLICK WEB REVIEWS
mately flung aside when she was no longer relevant to Potter’s pubescent urges.
Her delivery is snappy and satirical and
very fun to watch. Watch: bit.ly/1spzIW9.
(Faria Jafri)

Zen Pencils
To JK Rowling, From Cho Chang
Disclaimer: I LOVE the Harry Potter series. But I do not think these books are
perfect, and Rowling is guilty of racial
typecasting with some of her characters.
Slam poet Rachel Rostad calls Rowling
out on this, especially regarding her
character Cho Chang. Rostad points out
how Cho Chang is exoticized and ulti-

Zen Pencils is an incredible initiative by
cartoonist Gavin Aung Than. He converts quotes from famous people to
meaningful art and creative cartoons. It’s
an innovative way to visually showcase
powerful proverbs and quotes without
making them cheesy (unlike those readyto-post generic Facebook axioms!) Check
them out at zenpencils.com. (Faria Jafri)
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How to Table at A Comic Book
Convention
Thanks to our fiction editor A.G. Pasquella
for tipping us onto this helpful blog
primer (originally published in 2011) by
Marc Monlux explaining how to properly table at a fair! This advice is applicable
to comics, zines, screenprinters, and any
other artist displaying their wares for
browsing and purchasing in public.
There is some really good advice here
about managing your expectations, maximizing your time and energy, planning
ahead and making new friends. Perfect
for Canzine tablers or creators tabling at
any sort of fair, anytime! Check it here:
bit.ly/1jb8a53. (Alison Lang)
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WELCOME TO…

MANITOU
SASKATCHEWAN
MAPPING THE INDIE
SCENE IN CANADA’S
NEIGHBOURHOODS

4

1

Little Manitou Lake

3

manitoubeach.ca

The beach itself is well worth a visit, especially in the summer when you can
swim in the lake, which is one of the few
places in the world, let alone in SK,
where you can experience weightlessness. The water is brown from all the
minerals, and there is a ton of salt in it,
which makes for a very relaxing and
floaty experience. There is a little burger
shack called The Burger Buoy, a gazebo,
and a small cafe open in summers called
The Village Perk — and even in the winter it’s a great place for a walk.

2

Manitou Springs

302 MacLachlan Avenue
manitousprings.ca

Located right across the road from the
beach in a nondescript building hides one
of Saskatchewan’s hidden gems. The super salty mineral water is pumped in and
heated to create the most perfectly floaty
spa experience, for only $10/day. (And on
Mondays in the winter you can get a
complimentary burger with admission!)

Danceland

511 Lake Avenue
danceland.ca
The most picturesque and dreamy oldtimey dance experience imaginable.
Definitely worth scheduling a visit to
coincide with an old-time dance or polka
band, or you can stop in on a Sunday afternoon to have seniors teach you how
to two-step!

4

The Jubilee Drive-In
Movie Theatre

Highway 365 at Manitou Beach

This is one of very few remaining drivein theatres in Canada, and from May
through October there is also a wonderful and expansive flea market/farmers
market on the grounds on Sundays.

Is there a burgeoning indie scene in
your town? Pitch the places you love
to assisteditor@brokenpencil.com and
get your town mapped here.
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Last Mountain Lake Bird
Sanctuary

(Location is out of range of map)
Located at the North end of Last
Mountain Lake. Access via grid roads off
Hwy 2 at Simpson or 10km West of
Nokomis via Hwy 15, or 12km North of
Govan via Hwy 20. Watch for signs.
Located a 30 minute drive from Manitou
Beach, the beauty of this place is very
worth the trip. The years we spent living
in Saskatchewan made us avid bird appreciators, and this is an extra-special
site as it is the oldest bird sanctuary in
North America. So beautiful.

6

Nokomis Craft Ales

(Location is out of range of map)
301 1st Ave. East, Nokomis, SK
nokomiscraftales.com
Another short drive from Manitou Beach
will bring you to the charming town of
Nokomis, where you should definitely
check out the brand new Nokomis Craft
Ales. We can personally guarantee the
quality, and deliciousness in general, of
their beer! (Kerri Reid and Tyler Brett)

3

CREATIVE POLITICS

PRESENTING OUR BRAND-SPANKING
NEW COLUMN IN COMICS…

CREATING A DIY NEWSLETTER
FOR RURAL PUNKS
BY GRETCHEN BONEGARDENER

BURGOMASTERPIECE
THEATRE

I started my slow move to rural living about five or six years ago.
I liked how calm life was out in the bush, how much more control you had over your own life, and how the cops never seemed
to bother you, even if you were standing on your front porch,
shooting squirrels with your .22 in your underwear at 5 a.m.
But in the beginning I would always find myself driving (or
hitchhiking, before I got myself a truck) back to the city for a
weekend because I needed to get my fill of punk. Being a part of
punk culture has been and always will be very important to me.
But as I slowly became more involved in rural living and culture,
I found myself having less and less in common with even my
closest city punk friends.
I had a few rural punk friends who I would keep in touch with
via phone and snail mail and slowly the idea formed in my brain
to have a rural punk newsletter so we could all keep in touch,
because sometimes living rurally can be really lonely. I had always been a big fan of the punk zines Profane Existence and Slug
& Lettuce and after writing an article for the former about being
a Rural Punk and getting a lot of supportive feedback, I decided
that there really needed to be a magazine for us. That’s how The
Country Grind was born.
In the beginning, I wanted to make my newsletter free to
rural punks for two reasons: I wanted to make it as accessible as
possible to folks with a limited income and I honestly didn’t
think anyone would buy it if it cost money.
I really didn’t think there would be very many subscribers, but
with the advent of the interwebs, a simple little callout I posted
to the Profane Existence blog vent viral on Facebook and was
shared thousands of times. We ended up printing 500 copies of
issue #1 and we sold out almost immediately. I eventually found
some folks to help me take on the ever-growing workload. I
always cringe at the idea of being “in charge” of anything, but
now the paper has gotten so big so fast that there is absolutely
no way I could do everything by myself.
We also had to make the hard decision to start charging for
subscriptions. The Grind has become so popular and with the
huge spike in postal costs in Canada, it costs us $1500 to print
and ship each issue. I thought that charging a fee would shrink
our subscriber base, but people have been signing up steadily.
It’s very encouraging.
The Country Grind is an insane amount of work, but we’re
getting letters of thanks and support from folks all over the
world. It makes all the long hours staring at a computer screen
totally worth it. So much amazing talent has found its way to
us already, and we’re just getting started. It makes me really
excited to see what the future brings.
Gretchen Bonegardener spends her free time running around
in the woods, huntin’, muddin’, and blasting black metal in the
middle of the night with no one around. She lives in a cabin she
built herself outside of a small Manitoban town you’ve never
heard of. See a sampling of The Country Grind in our Excerpts
section on page 28 and subscribe at thecountrygrind.net.
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THE SMELL OF OUR OWN
RM VAUGHAN

TALKS OCCULT POETRY, DOUR CANLIT AND QUEER MAGIC WITH PETER DUBÉ
Editor’s note: “The Smell of Our Own”
is a brand-new Broken Pencil column
where we enlist an artist to interview
another artist they admire. Enjoy!
I’ve known Peter Dubé for over a decade
now. I’ve read his wildly imaginative novels,
his expansive and informed essays and his
deft art writing. He’s another one of
those writers I am constantly telling
people about, because this is Canada and
we hate our own clever people. When
Peter and I get together, Holy Unholies!
The bitching and gossiping and withering, liquour-pushed (OK, pummelled)
running-off-our-mouths commentary…
well it would, as my Mum in New Brunswick says, scald the heavens. Just the way
we like it. Peter is enormous fun: a
chronic giggler with a cat’s eye in the
middle of his forehead, and a classic Montreal Anglo bon vivant, rarest of an already-diminished species.
And yet, there is another Peter, one
that was hidden to me until I read his
latest book Conjure: A Book of Spells. This
is a Peter Dubé who practices and studies
magyck, or magic, witchcraft, divination,
Wicca (so many words for one eternal
pursuit) — a practice that requires great
stillness, of mind and body and tongue.
Who is this other Peter, and where does
he hide when the bar lights are turned oﬀ?
Conjure is structured as a grimoire; a
sort of how-to book that teaches you
how to, for instance, rid yourself of a
pesky extra-natural presence, speak to
dead relatives or levitate. Dubé 's grimoire,
infused with a queer sexuality and textuality and an incantatory prose-poem
flare, will give you all that.
The great pleasure in reading Conjure
comes, however, from the fact that no
matter how psychologically complex
and/or mystical the desired outcome — or
the methods employed to gain said outcome — the book’s sharp, blunt lyricism
never devolves to shop-worn fantasy iconography or easy horror show pyrotechnics. This is magic for the real world; for
your world. Conjure seamlessly fuses the
mundane application of household items
(no bat’s eyes or hanged man’s hair need-

ed here) with high meditation (and, yes,
arousal). And it reads the way perfectly
baked, treat-packed layer cake tastes, at
once precise and extravagant.
Chatting with Peter about Conjure, I
learned what I had long known subliminally — Peter is a no-nonsense occultist,
a wizard with a work ethic.

with frivolity. Given this, I am grateful to
have found my way to [an audience].
RMV: How does your work function in
occultist circles?
PD: Although I have drifted in and out of
the orbit of various occult-type circles
over the years, I think I’m too damned
independent to actually settle into any
group. However, since people in occult
circles tend, happily, to be readers, I believe my writing is probably received and
read as [occultist] first and foremost.
RMV: Why did you choose the prose
poem format for Conjure?
PD: I have a longstanding literary interest
in hybrid kinds of writing like the prose
poem; I like forms and ideas that take
chances and interrogate received wisdom
in general. This led me to remark, in my

RM Vaughan: How did you become interested in the occult, and how that has
interest manifested in your work?
Peter Dubé: The occult is part of a group
of closely related interests I took up during
adolescence and that have informed my
intellectual life since. Along with occultism, this group of ideas notably includes
surrealism and the work of some radical
gay liberation writers and thinkers active
in the sixties and seventies. I
guess one of the things uniting
these interests is the way in
which they all constitute technologies of self-creation and
liberation.
From Peter Dubé’s spell-poem “To Strike Obstacles From Your Path And Unlock Doors”
RMV: What is the relationship
between the occult and queerness?
reading of grimoires (which has spanned
PD: Queerness and the occult are inexa couple of decades), that one of the fascitricably linked in my mind. Of course,
nating things about them is how they
when you take the time to do a little recontain many different kinds of writing:
search they’re linked historically as well.
mini-narratives; incantations and conjuOn the most basic level, I suspect this
rations with impressive sounds and
phenomenon has something to do with
rhythms; catalogues of 'names of power'
seeing the world from an outsider’s perand hierarchies of various spirits. Grimoires
spective.
are deeply hybrid texts themselves.
RMV: Your work circulates widely, but
RMV: Why is the occult so suddenly
you are markedly outside of the main“fashionable” again?
stream of CanLit — do you think CanLit
PD: I believe there is a human desire for
has a problem with speculative/alternate
a deeper, more multifarious, and more
reality work?
complex sense of reality…. Right now our
PD: The short answer would be to simply
culture gives a particularly impoverished
say “absolutely.” But, to expand… although
idea of productivity and the instrumental
I obviously can’t say that the exclusion of
pride of place, so I’m not surprised that
dissident visions in mainstream publish— in the best dialectical manner — a
ing is deliberate per se, the public face of
hunger for the visionary or the marvelCanLit does seem afflicted by a kind of
lous rises up in counterpoint.
dour earnestness and narrow pragmatism;
it tends to reductively equate “seriousness”
RM Vaughan is a Toronto-based writer
with a particular kind of old-fashioned
and visual artist originally from New
realism, and with looking backwards toBrunswick. Conjure is published by Rebel
wards “history.” And it often identifies the
Satori Press (rebelsatoripress.com).
world of dream, vision and imagination

WRITE CAREFULLY; SHAPE EVERY LETTER
WELL AND EXCEED CLEARNESS IN DETAILING
YOUR DEEPEST INTENTION.
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STREET SPIRIT
IN HIS NEW BOOK OF POETRY, AARON COMETBUS MUSES ON MORTALITY,
GENTRIFICATION AND THE BEAUTY OF BEING 'MISUNDERSTOOD TOGETHER'
BY

MARK TEO

Aaron Cometbus never planned on publishing a
book of poetry.
In fact, he says he was initially mortified by the
idea. After all, he’s got a reputation to uphold: The
Bay Area-bred New Yorker is an underground art
and music icon, but he’s especially beloved for
Cometbus, the punk-rock fanzine he founded in
1983. Sure, the mag (which, he estimates, is the

Cometbus at Subterranean Books in Pensacola, Florida in 2002. Photo by Cynthia Connolly
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longest-running zine outside of The Big Takeover)
has published poetry since its Xeroxed inception
— but an entire book devoted to the format? Even
Cometbus didn’t think he could pull it off.
“I did have a collection, but I thought, ‘The last
thing I need is a book of poetry,’” he says over the
phone from his home in New York. “I thought that
maybe instead of doing a book, I could make it a
graphic novel. Maybe it could be alchemy—maybe
I could turn shit into gold by turning my poems
into short comics.”
Yet he couldn’t find an illustrator to execute the
concept. “That’s when I was finally like, ‘I give up.
I have a poetry collection,’” he says.
So Last Supper was born. But even if the collection doesn’t feature his signature hand-rendered
layouts, it’s quintessentially Cometbus — and, like
so much of his writing, the book is defined by its
geography. Much of his earlier work centered
around the nascent punk scene at 924 Gilman, in
Berkeley, California; he wrote 2004’s Chicago Stories after moonlighting in Windy City pop-punk
act Screeching Weasel and 2011’s In China With
Green Day came after he toured the world with
Green Day (duh). As for Last Supper? It collects
stories from New York, where Cometbus lives and
operates Book Thug Nation, his Brooklyn-based
bookstore.
“It’s been a long transition [to New York],” he
says, adding that he’s lived in the city for 14 years.
“I first starting writing these little New York poems

for my friend Jem [Cohen, the independent filmmaker]. We were keeping different hours, so I’d
leave him little notes on his door, or I’d call up his
answering machine. After a while, he was like, ‘I
hope you’re collecting these.’ It didn’t start out as
a collection. I was doing it for fun, as a mark of
friendship.”
If his friendship with Cohen enabled the genesis of Last Supper, his long-standing connections
landed him a publisher for the collection. His
continent-spanning musical ties — he’s played in
California’s Crimpshrine, Minnesota’s Cleveland
Bound Death Sentence and Florida’s This Bike is
a Pipe Bomb, to name a few — put him in touch
with Winnipeg-based Arbeiter Ring Publishing, a
small press founded by Todd Scarth and Weakerthans member John K. Samson. ARP is slated to release
the book in October, but
Cometbus traces his link back
to Scarth and Samson back to
the early ‘90s, when he visited Winnipeg on tour.
“I didn’t want to put out a
book of poetry myself,” he
says, noting that he self-published two different novellas
while formulating Last Supper.
“So I thought, ‘Hey, there’s
that guy [Scarth] from Winnipeg, and I was in the same
room with him 25 years ago,
and I know he has a press
that specializes in poetry.
“Even though our countries are not so far apart or so
different, the idea of having a
collection of poetry printed
in Canada has a certain allure
to it.”
Samson was equally enamoured. He’s been following the Cometbus fanzine since the early ‘90s,
and by his recollection, the two either met at a
Winnipeg Green Day show in 1992 or were introduced by Lookout! Records founder Larry Livermore in New York. ““I was delighted [to meet
him],” says Samson, who immediately took notice
of Cometbus' writing. “It was a revelation, a truly
original and distinct voice. He’s that rare and excellent kind of writer who propels and inspires
readers to try to find their own voices and forms
of expression."
To Samson — himself a wonderful poet —
working on Last Supper made him an even bigger
supporter of Cometbus, as both a man and a writer. “I was even a tiny bit sad when it was done, as
I won’t get to open emails with Aaron Cometbus
poems attached to them anymore,” he says. “Last
Supper is definitely one of the highlights of my life
in publishing.”
“The same things that are clear in Aaron’s prose
are evident in his poetry — that persuasive and
unique way of describing place and culture and

character. I was attracted immediately by his poetry’s directness, imagery and rhythm. It has a
strong sense of time.”
Samson’s right: Last Supper is packed with
Cometbus’ stylistic trademarks; wide-eyed empathy, approachable storytelling, and a fascination
with a city’s myriad individuals, cultures and personalities (a practice that he accurately labels as
“punk-rock anthropology”). But Last Supper extends
beyond his musical roots. Yes, there’s a poem about
C-Squat — the one-time home of punks like Nausea
and Leftover Crack — but Cometbus is equally
fascinated by Jamaican chefs, Pakistani cab drivers, too-hip bike mechanics and Brooklyn’s gentrification-resistant Orthodox Jewish community.
“In New York, there’s a lot of different cultures

Cometbus with cat, 2014. Photo by Chrissy Piper.

everywhere, and I parade that around in the
book,” he says. “I find it interesting that you can
put a whole bunch of people together in the same
place, and all these people — who are very different — can have a little shine or a little crush on
each other.
“They can enjoy those little misunderstandings
and the fun part of being misunderstood together.”
Even if Last Supper isn’t a complete thematic
reinvention, its poems undeniably wrestle with
identity and transitions. Instead of sleeping on the
couches of impoverished punk houses,Cometbus
finds himself crashing on bookstore floors (“After
a month I moved into Sociology / I knew the
store’s stock perfectly / This one’s by my head, that
one’s by my feet,” he writes in the aptly-titled “Living in Bookstores”). He openly laments the crawl
of gentrification across New York, naming names
as he chronicles the demise of one fabled food
purveyor in “Christie’s Jamaican Patties”: “Now
Christie’s was gone / Another casualty / Like Jerry
the Hunchback, Peter Pizza and Li Quan. With all
the city’s lost / How can there be anything left?”
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The poem "Childhood" from Last Supper.

Cometbus in Richmond, Virginia in 1993.
Photo by Abe Spear.

And he explicitly tackles the passing of his father:
"When he died / My faith in the punk scene also
took a hit,” he confides in “Grief and Release,”
then: “Compared to death / Nothing came close”.
It’s heady stuff, but Cometbus has always had a
pensive — if downright existential — streak.
“I’m in my 40s, which isn’t old in New York. It
isn’t even old for a punk. But I’ve been death-obsessed forever, and it’s important to keep an eye
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on what’s happening [to your body],” he says. “I’m
not feeling my mortality any more than usual. I’m
comfortable talking about death, and talking
about it casually is really important.”
Poetry is still not Cometbus’ primary mode of
communication — as we speak, he’s preparing an
essay on microcomics mainstay John Porcellino,
of King Cat fame — but it’s allowed him to explore
the interstitial areas between writing and music.
“It all starts to blend,” he says. “Sometimes, I
write songs that were story-like, or I’d write stories
that had a rhythm or sing-songy-ness to them,
and Last Supper was somewhere in between. I
wanted to do something that was very much in
the present, which my writing hadn’t been for a
long time. So I was just enjoying the fact that it
allowed me to go into harsher or sweeter places
without having to qualify too much.”
As successful as his poetry is, though, Cometbus
maintains that his primary weapon is still the fanzine. And he maintains that creating print, even
in a digital era, is a political act. “On some train
lines, having a laptop or phone is like taking out a
diamond ring. You can take out a fanzine, but a
computer… that’s a machine that isn’t socially or
economically appropriate. Technology is still a
class thing.
“I love print, and not just fanzines, but books, and
newspapers, and bits of ephemera. And small print
is viable; it’s not a sign that we’re totally stubborn.
It can work, it can be financially and creatively
sustainable. Perhaps it’s a better model than the
publishing industry that’s eating shit.” bp

An image from The Worst zine, compiled by Kathleen McIntyre.

THIS IS WHAT YOU DO WHEN YOU
DON’T KNOW WHAT TO DO
FINDING COMMUNITY AND COMFORT THROUGH GRIEF ZINES
Teary-eyed at her computer, Kathleen McIntyre
was on a desperate late-night hunt. Her dad’s
death had hit her hard and she was Google-searching “radical grief” for advice on how to mourn.
What she found was a lot of religion. In forums
and list servs, others racked by grief advised her to
keep praying and let God take care of it. To an
atheist, this was not helpful.

Her attempts to find a community around grief
in her real life were similarly unfruitful, and few
shared her experience. “I would go to a show or a
gathering or a potluck carrying my loss with me,”
she says when we meet for coffee in New York. “I
would bring up having a dead parent, and no one
would know what to say. No one had dealt with it
yet. Most people’s parents haven’t started dying.”
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BY

CARLY
LEWIS

An image from the zine Break Down and Let It All Out.

With few other options, McIntyre decided she
would make her own relief. In 2005, she put out a
call for submissions on the theme of grief, circulating thousands of flyers around community
spaces, shops, bookstores, music venues, group
homes, punk houses and other locations where
people might see it. Five people responded to that
first push. After three years of slowly but steadily
collecting submissions, McIntyre put together the
first issue of The Worst: A Compilation Zine on Grief
and Loss. A second issue came out in 2010 and a
third in 2013. “Connecting to them was the first
safe space I had,” she says of the writers — from
as far away as Australia — who submitted to The
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Worst. “It was virtual, but I didn’t care.”
melannie mckenzie tells a similar story. “The
few times I’ve met other people and connected
with them [around grief] have been so beautiful
and so grounding,” she says. “I just wanted to create a space for folks to share those experiences.”
mckenzie, like McIntyre, says she did not know
many people who had experienced the loss of a
parent (mckenzie lost her mother just before she
turned four.) For a while, she worked in a downtown Toronto bookstore where she’d browse the
sections on grief and parenting. As a queer black
person who is disabled, none of the traditional
self-help literature rang true. “It was a lot of middle-class white folks writing about their experiences, a lot of straight white folks. Often there was
a religious peppering. That didn’t really resonate
with me.” Inspired by a lack of resources, mckenzie is now working on her own grief zine.
Grief zines have also been a recent source of
solace for me. After the sudden death of an old
friend last summer, I was struck by how little my
social circle — people I’d known for over a decade
— discussed death in literal terms. All of our actions were symbolic; our grief, though sharp inside, was only vaguely expressed. At the funeral,
we stared quietly ahead. The service was harrowing. Afterwards, outside, there was a lot of hugging and a lot of mumbling, a lot of puffy red eyes
on people I’d never seen cry. But no one had any
words. At night we got so drunk that our reason
for congregating became an afterthought.
There’s a line near the beginning of Funeral, a
grief zine from Vancouver, that sums up the sense
of alienation I shared with everyone I spoke with
for this piece. “It’s a symptom of disorder in our
society,” writes author Danielle Patrick. “We never acknowledge death, we don’t even like to talk
about it. So when it happens, we have no inner
resources.”
“We channel it in awkward, inadequate ways,”
says Patrick. “Funerals are stilted affairs. That’s
why the party afterward can be such a relief —
drinking, songs, crying, honesty. That’s as close as
we can get to expressing that wild thing inside us
at the death of someone close. There’s an energy
that has to be let out, expression that should be
shared and vented. Grief has to be let loose.”
Indeed I recall a very strong urge to do something when I learned my friend had died. I spent
the night wailing into a scratchy tea towel from
Ikea because I was out of tissue. Then I stared at
the ceiling until I fell asleep in my clothes. I longed
for a task that could make use of the sadness I
didn’t know what to do with. McIntyre says it's not
just the content of these zines that provides solace
— the act of assemblage does too.
“I do very well with busy work when I’m upset,”
says McIntyre. “The physical assembly of the zine
is very painstaking.” For the entire first issue of
The Worst, McIntyre hand-stamped all of the titles.
Each page is meticulously cut and pasted, and
each background is specifically photocopied. “It’s

a very laborious, slow, wonderful, physical act,”
she says. “That part’s very important for me.”
Grief zines are a rare zone in which difficult
things can be said without sanitizing their meaning. In The Worst’s second issue, for example, a
piece called “Grieving Intestines” refers to a girl
named Jodi who had “colitis that fucked with her
digestion.” It is unlikely one would ever hear anything like this in a eulogy or self-help book.
“The only way out of grief is through it,” writes
McIntyre, in the introduction to The Worst’s second
issue. “We cannot truly move on from a loss until
we have explored its meaning to us, a process we
can accomplish by assigning written and spoken
words to the experience.” As mckenzie told me over
Skype, it’s hard to find a community around grief
because its core would be based on sharing painful
things. “You don’t just bring it up at a coffee shop.”
Zines about grief are a way to share empathy.
They’re also a way to receive it. “[The Worst] has
taught me that we actually can build the communities we want, where everyone deserves to have
a place, even if you’re the grieving person at the
punk show, even if you don’t want to go to the
protest because you can’t get out of bed that day
because you’re crying and going through old photo albums,” McIntyre says.
mckenzie says we need a platform for oppressed
communities to build upon in terms of navigating
grief. When we spoke, she had plans to attend
University of Toronto’s Bereavement Education
certificate program. “I’m interested in creating
some kind of foundation, to begin to break down
the isolation around losing parents and losing
close family members, especially for racialized
people and queer folks that fit outside the margins,”
she says.
As well as providing a unique space through
which to process, a grief zine can also serve as a
deeply personal memorial object. Carly Boyce is
one of 16 contributors who worked on Things Better Left Undead. It’s a one-time zine collaboration
between a group of people whose friend, Ali, died
of brain cancer at age 24. The intention was never
to circulate the zine widely or to reach out to
strangers. Instead, it was a way to “keep somebody
alive through telling stories about them.” The
zine, which took a year to put together, gave Ali’s
widespread branches of friends a reason to stay in
contact. “Grieving is really isolating, particularly
after the first six months,” says Boyce. “It was a
way to put me in really close communication with
other people who loved Ali a lot.”
At the first — and last — grief counseling office
I ever walked into there was a gold-framed painting of cuddling rabbits on the wall. I resented not
only the rabbits, but whomever had hung the
painting there. This stuffy approach to reactionary
happiness seemed so oblivious to the personal
hells of each patient who visited the office. For
many of us seeking meaning through loss, honesty and plain language open a door to connection
and healing.

An image from the compilation zine Things Better Left Undead.

“There’s a bad taste to mourning — an ache at
the back of the throat, like strep,” reads Funeral,
near the end. “A dirty sweetness coating the teeth
from idle mouthfuls and too much alcohol. A sorrow
that feels like a newly discovered illness, the way
it gnaws.” This feels much more reasonable than
the rabbit painting.
In McIntyre’s submission to The Worst’s second
issue, she writes — nine years after her father’s
death — that her dad “will always sleep on the line
of tension between presence and absence, between loss and healing, between disintegration
and creative life”. Proceeding through grief is a
balance of emotional juxtapositions. It can take a
long, long time to work through it. Zines are a
medium through which to experience those months
and years at one’s own pace, on one’s own terms.
Plus they don’t charge by the hour. bp
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VIDEO NASTY
FOR HIS FIRST FEATURE-LENGTH PROJECT, FILMMAKER MATT POLLACK
TURNED THE LENS ON HIMSELF — AND HIS PORN ADDICTION

BY HENRY

ADAM SVEC

When Toronto-based independent filmmaker
Matt Pollack began work on his first documentary in 2004, the project was going to focus on his
status as a 24-year-old virgin. Despite having a few
relationships — and an entire undergraduate career
— behind him, he still hadn’t gotten laid, and it
was starting to weigh on him. But as shooting progressed, he realized that he had a different story
to tell: a story that had dogged him since pubescence, traced through a string of grimy video
stores, beneath flickering fluorescent lights. “If I’m
gonna do this the right way, it has to be about
this,” he recalls discovering, “because this is the
thing I’m most scared of sharing with people.”
The resulting documentary Run Run It’s Him,
released for the first time this past spring, is a brutally honest and uncomfortable look at a young
man’s afflictive relationship to pornography. Shot
over a seven-year period (2004–2011) on a late-‘80s
camcorder for only a few thousand dollars, Pollack
and cinematographer Jamie Popowich explore his
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obsessive quest to find satisfaction through porn
and the debilitating effects this habit came to have
on his life. (At its height, Pollack's porn archive
consisted of over 70 self-curated VHS tapes, the
contents of which he meticulously catalogued in
a notebook he refers to as his “ledger.”) Although
Matt spends much of his waking existence thinking about, seeking out, and masturbating to hypersexualized images of women, what he initially
perceives to be a salve for his lack of experience in
the sack eventually morphs into a poison. Run Run
It’s Him is about Matt’s attempt to achieve honesty using the very medium, video, that has been
exhausting him.
Although this topic might have tempted another filmmaker to get preachy or moralistic, Run
Run It’s Him’s main character makes this work
more complicated. Matt is both self-deprecating
and pathetic, both an enthusiastic fan and a person crippled by impulses. The ambiguity of these
states is best illustrated by his recreations of key

moments in his development as a porn user, depicted through the grainy medium of the camcorder. He sits on the staircase he once sat on as
an eleven-year-old, the very spot from which he
discovered his brother watching a strange, alluring
movie featuring naked bodies. In another scene,
he stands in front of his parent’s television, too,
masturbating just as he had
as a teenager (he is shot from
the waist up) before describing his after-school self-gratification routine. Pollack’s
candor during this first act is
off-putting, and the viewer is
drawn directly into his relationship with porn: the acts
that get him off, the types of
movies he prefers over others. It’s awkward, cringe-inducing, and avoids any sort of
glorification, and that’s part
of the point — Matt takes
ownership over the most unpleasant implications of his
addiction, putting the ugly,
seedy parts out in the open
for all to see.
Pollack explains that he
and Popowich wanted to
avoid the political tone of
some other films about pornography. “We just felt that
there’s a lot of stupid and
funny things that happen
over the course of being a porn addict that you just
can’t help but laugh at,” he says. “I didn’t want to
make something that would make other users feel
ashamed of themselves; I wanted to make something that would make them feel a little less
alone.” And, indeed, he’s often pretty funny. When
Popowich asks why he frequents four video stores
scattered across Toronto, for instance, instead of
just one, he dryly replies, “Because there are four.”
But this isn’t just a navel-gazing look at a personal foible. Run Run It’s Him channels a variety of
voices, all of whom seek to understand the “truth”
of Matt’s addiction from a handful of angles. The
film begins and ends with Matt’s pal, the porn-shop
proprietor Luis, who has a stoic permissiveness to
his intense speechifying: “If we let others dictate
to us our level of guilt, then we are not as smart as
we should be.” We also meet Matt’s parents (who
calmly tell the camera that they had no idea of the
intensity of his addiction), a few ex-girlfriends,
and seven female friends. Particularly interesting
is the section where he asks the latter group to
watch some of his favourite adult film scenes and
share their thoughts. The women’s responses
range from disgust to delight to flat-out boredom.
“It all seemed like pretty heterosexual male porn….
It was pretty much what you’d expect,” one friend
declares. Another slowly eats chocolate cake while
viewing the tape that’s been prepared for her, a

signal of mouthwatering enjoyment.
This cacophony of responses challenges us to
think beyond mainstream representations of porn
addiction — and even beyond this film’s own central premise. Is it pornographic media in general
that is the problem here? Or is it the way of thinking about masculine desire that many mainstream

A screencap from Run Run It's Him featuring director/star Matt Pollack.

porn films perhaps perpetuate? Matt admits that
he was shocked by the fact that his female friends
did not universally condemn him for being a porn
addict, and he was surprised too by the range of
their responses: “Sometimes you just can’t help
what turns you on. I guess it’s what you bring…
what baggage you bring to the table is gonna manifest itself in how you use it, right? I brought a lot
of baggage to the table and had a lot of shame.”
To be sure, Run Run It’s Him gives us a portrait
of a young man in the grips of something that is
distracting and destructive, but Pollack refuses to
extract a general moral condemnation of erotica.
As he recounts, “When I took the film to the Berlin Porn Film Festival, I found that a lot of the
so-called porn makers really treated me like a
black sheep because I refer to it as an addiction.
And my point was, look, this is not an issue film.
This is a personal film. And, for me, I felt like I was
addicted. That was my experience, and it certainly doesn’t have to be everyone’s experience.” And
yet, Matt’s experience — marked by the alienation
and isolation that can come from any obsession
— now includes the triumph that comes not from
aimless orgasms, but from fearless storytelling. bp
You can purchase and download Run Run It’s Him
at runrunitshim.com.
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“WE JUST FELT
THERE'S A LOT
OF STUPID AND
FUNNY THINGS
THAT HAPPEN
OVER THE COURSE
OF BEING A
PORN ADDICT
THAT YOU JUST
CAN'T HELP BUT
LAUGH AT.

”

FOLIO
BY

DANIEL
JAMES
WILLIAMS
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Daniel James
Williams is an
illustrator currently
based in London UK.
His work is often best
described simultaneously as melancholic
and strange. He finds
inspiration mostly
from music, life
experiences and an
interest in the human
condition. To turn the
things in his brain into
visual pieces he works
with pencil, paint and
digital software while
also experimenting
with new things. See
more at:
danieljamiewilliams.com
or on twitter
@WishWelliams.
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EXCERPTS
FROM

A TAROT
CARD
BY

SHOLEM
KRISHTALKA

“A Tarot card only
begins to have
meaning when I
begin to read it for
you; when I begin to
tell you a story; when
you begin to identify
with the story; when
I reflect your thoughts
and your feelings
back at you.
If there is any kind
of magic in a deck of
Tarot cards, this is
where it resides: the
space between you
and I, where the
spread of cards is laid;
this space where we
both invest our
energies, psychic and
perhaps emotional;
this space where we,
together, create
meaning.” (from
artist Sholem
Krishtalka)
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Sholem Krishtalka is
an artist and writer.
His work has been
exhibited internationally. His current
project, A Berlin Diary
can be followed on
Hazlitt, PenguinRandom House’s
online arts and
culture magazine
(hazlittmag.com). He
currently lives in
Berlin. See more cards
and buy your own
deck at sholem.ca
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EXCERPTS
FROM

wiTHIN
BY EMILY
AND KAREN
MCGRATTEN
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wiTHIN is the
autobiographical
story of Karen
McGratten illustrated
by her sister-in-law
Emily McGratten.
She grows up dealing
with bullying, family,
spirituality, and learns
to live with mental
illness. The story is
meant to help give a
glimpse into what it
is like to struggle with
an eating disorder as
well as what it was
like for her family and
friends during it all.
Karen is a
psychotherapist in
Guelph, Ontario and
specializes in treating
eating disorders. She
has a passion for
educating and
supporting those
struggling directly
and indirectly with
mental health issues.
Emily is Karen’s sister
in law and a freelance
illustrator, comic
artist and printmaker
from Peachland, BC.
Check out kmcgratten.com and
emilymcgratten.com
to learn more!
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EXCERPTS
FROM

THE
COUNTRY GRIND
BY GRETCHEN
BONEGARDENER
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The Country Grind
is a newsletter by
Gretchen Bonegardener for rural punks,
assembled and
written by a hardy
troupe of volunteers
scattered across
Canada.
Gretchen wrote
our Creative Politics
column this month
on page 8. Take a look
to learn more about
the politics and
challenges of starting
a punk newsletter!
You can subscribe to
the Country Grind by
visiting
thecountrygrind.net.
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ZINE PHILOSOPHY
STRAIGHT FROM THE INFERNAL WASTELAND; THE EXTREME
FANZINES OF DEATH METAL

Above: Metal Meltdown cover, issue #7, 1989

BY

JASON
NETHERTON

Jason Netherton is a
PhD student in the
Faculty of Information
and Media Studies at
the University of
Western Ontario. He
is also the author of
Extremity Retained:
Notes from the Death
Metal Underground
(Handshake Inc,
2014), the bassist,
lyricist, and vocalist
in the band Misery
Index, and the
curator of the online
metal fanzine archive
Send Back My Stamps!

Back in 1989, I was drifting off in 11th-grade math
class when a fellow metalhead passed along this
strange artifact called a “fanzine.” It had a humorous yet effective title: Metal Meltdown. To my uniformed eyes, it looked like a haphazard collection
of unknown, barely readable band logos and macabre imagery, surrounded by typewriter text, all
barely held together by two staples. It was constructed and edited by an enthusiastic metalhead
from Annapolis, Maryland named Jeff “Kluke”
VanderClute, who created the zine and oversaw
the release of ten issues from 1987 to 1992.
Metal Meltdown blew my mind because it seemed
forward-thinking: it sought new, extreme music
from its source in the global underground, far beyond the clutches of major-label banality. Until
then, metal media seemed funneled through crap
like Hit Parader and Circus magazine — the big-press,
drugstore drivel that only reinforced my prevailing
ignorance of underground music and culture. To
think that this one guy named “Kluke” could take
it all into his own hands by going out to shows,
interviewing bands and writing his own reviews
in order to create his own media, only for the love
of the music and for like-minded others! It was an
incredible concept to my 16-year old self. Flipping
through Metal Meltdown’s pages, I wondered: who
were all these new bands? More importantly, what
was this ‘new’ extreme sound they kept talking
about called “death metal” that somehow made
mainstream thrash metal sound like elevator music?
Metal Meltdown was therefore the gateway fanzine that led me into the death metal underground, where I discovered these tiny photocopied
adverts for other fanzines and band demo tapes
from far off places like Chile and Lithuania. It was
a revelation to know that the peak of extremity in
music was not to be found only in local record
store chains, but in the tape-trading underground
postal network, where sonic boundaries were being shattered one TDK90 cassette demo at a time.
Eventually, the world map above my desk was dotted with the locations of pen pals, tape traders and
fanzine editors from over 50 countries.
By 1991, the lengthy hand-written letters from
friends worldwide arrived daily like Christmas
presents in my mailbox, always punctuated at the
end with the postage-evading cry to “send back my
stamps!” It was the beginning of many life-long
friendships that took dedication and patience to
nurture. This is something perhaps distinct to
analog media such as fanzines and the intimacy
they communicate when constructed with care
and attention. In the words of literary theorist
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Gérard Genette, those fanzines were the paratextual representations of the music itself; they were
the material, DIY, analog “guts” that helped to
organize a disparate collective of international
death metal bands and fans who craved new forms
of extreme music and community into an emerging,
identifiable subculture.
Twenty-five years later, those analog media
forms are still revered in the death metal scene,
not only as relics of the “good old days,” but as the
historical documents of an international subculture-in-creation. For me, those early fanzines not
only served as an introduction to an explosive new
form of music, they also helped to internationalize
and humanize my evolving teenage worldview. In
this way, those far-off, strangely named places on
the evening news were suddenly connected with
the names and life experiences of my pen pals and
the local “scene reports” I was reading in my fanzines. It is perhaps ironic that beneath such a dark
and negative form of extreme music as death
metal, a very potent sense of human interconnectedness was born.
Ultimately, that is perhaps both the beauty and
essence of subcultural media and specifically, fanzines: they possess the capability to not only act
as a vehicle for subcultural expression; they humanize those subcultures as well.

ZINE REVIEWS
Bike Rides
from SW
Montreal

Travel zine, Hari Yams, 32pgs,
ieatyams@gmail.com, $2

This small, plain zine is meant as a guide
for casual Montreal cyclists looking for
some easy rides. A single hand-drawn
map of Montreal's south shore loosely
tracks the 13 rides, all of which begin near
the edge of downtown.
Typewritten text gives a brief explanation, distance and directions for each
ride. I once rode a bicycle in Montreal for
a couple days, and I can't remember how
I got directions, but I did have a good
time. Were I to return today, this zine
seems like the type of guide I might appreciate. But the directions are kind of
sparse, perhaps lacking enough detail to
be useful to a timid visitor. The dry, impersonal tone also makes this dull reading if you're not going to actually use it
for directions. I felt there wasn't enough
space devoted to enticing description of
sights or the routes themselves. For a
toonie I'd buy this anyway, but only as a
sidekick to a good cycling map. (Rodney
Dickinson)

Creative
Evolution

Perzine, Liza, Issue 1,
creativeevolutionzine@gmail.com, $1

Creative Evolution is a zine that took me
straight back to my own youth: rooftop
singing with friends, first crushes on
girls, boys, pixie cuts, all-ages concerts
and dealing with parents. While this subject matter runs the risk of being trite,
Creative Evolution is not. Far from it. Liza’s
sincerity is not teenage posturing. In fact,

it is careful and self-conscious. Her prose
reminds me of Michelle Tea (Valencia, etc.)
as she beautifully, but matter-of-factedly
tells her stories of love, rage and special
moments.
Creative Evolution is classic: quarterpage, stapled, black and white, white cutout word banners and hand-drawn
images. Liza has written her email address for trades/letters/ideas on the back.
Photocopied constellations dot the backgrounds on most pages. My favourite
parts are Liza’s comics. In Creative Evolution #2: the pizza on the floor edition, her
line drawings perfectly depict her nervousness as she professes her love to a
girl (with Kimya Dawson’s “My Rollercoaster” playing in the background). The
dilemma of whether or not to hold her
crush’s hand was as agonizing to read
now as it was to experience as a teenager
(and still is, truth be told!). The cover image says it all; two hands with black
sharpie Xs (demarcating their underage
statuses) at a show, thumbs just barely
touching. Everything about this zine
makes my heart melt.
My one criticism to Liza would be the
section “shitty poetry time!!” Not because it was shitty — quite the opposite,
it was awesome! Own your poetry, girl!
(Amy Siegel)

Danger Unheard

Zine, Kerri Radley, Research & Destroy,
researchdestroy.com, $2
Hearing ability is one spectrum where
zines can act in particularly tactical ways.
Kerri Radley, who also makes Deafula
(detailing her experiences as a deaf person) takes up that strategic advantage.
In Danger Unheard, a one-off zine,
Radley discusses a few tactics for the
loathsome and sometimes deadly task of
dealing with police. But as the zine’s text
becomes increasingly punctuated by
news clippings and anecdotes of atrocious police misconduct, violence, and
discrimination — “Shot 6 Times —
Didn’t Hear Officer”— it takes a dire turn
towards a cruel reality. Indeed, the short
text concludes that police training, advocacy, awareness campaigns, and other
actions deaf people and allies might attempt ultimately don’t matter.
The zine’s tiny size and bright pink
cover manage to pack a strong punk aes-
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thetic. Radley employs collage and found
text to create a fugal creation bouncing
between her own thoughts on police and
the raw news clippings that serve to
ground them. Danger Unheard achieves
what many zines attempt — it’s practical,
political and pocketsize. (Jonathan Valelly)

Don’t Hide
Behind Your
Skirt

Zine, Aurora Lady , issue 1,
auroralady.com, Fair Dig Press. $4

When a present comes wrapped in purple-stained pink tissue, it’s probably
worth opening carefully. Truth be told, I
picked up this zine not knowing what to
expect from the contents. But sometimes
you can judge a mystery by its cover.
Written by L.A.-based “Creatrix and
Girl Pop Visionary” Aurora Lady, Don’t
Hide Behind Your Skirt tells the story of
Lady’s life with her abusive, gang-related
family — her violent, painful experiences
with her father and brothers and the
massive hole that was left following the
untimely death of her mother.
From the outset, Lady claims she’s no
“Rizzo,” but she shares a tough sweetness
with the Grease character. It’s understandable, however, that this Lady would
want to disassociate herself from comparisons to the original Mean Girl since
she suggests she has spent her adult life
doing things that make her happy.
Being happy, of course, doesn’t necessarily mean that everything is forgotten
or that Lady doesn’t continue to grieve
her mother. An incident where she corrects a well-meaning stranger’s comment
— “It’s sad you haven’t seen your father
in years” — made me want to scream my
encouragement and support. And that’s
the strength of Lady’s writing: she reveals
enough of the terrible stuff so as to make
her point clear, but she doesn’t dwell on
the viciousness of the attacks. There’s no
glamour in this violence.
Fittingly, Lady talks about her teenage
consumption of zines and, later, Live-

Journal in helping her find her community. It’s likely that Don’t Hide Behind Your
Skirt will help other young women find
their voice, too. (Joanne Huffa)

Finale 95,
issue #3

Perzine, Alanna Why, 26pgs,
alanna.yaraskavitch@gmail.com, $2

Classic plain text lays out anxious coming-of-age moments in this little zine.
Alanna graduates from high school,
goes to some shows, begins university,
crushes on a boy, and realizes her life is
changing. That's a lot of potential topics
for a single zine, but this one stays pretty
lightweight: no big epiphanies, but lots
of two-page glimpses.
More of a letter to friends and acquaintances than crafted stories, I think
Alanna's writing is honest but self-aware.
There's reflection that comes from living
through change, without getting bogged
down by over-wrought teenage emotional clichés. Maybe this shows that zine
readers make better zine writers? Alanna's Winter Survival list could probably
be saved and used by many of us almostadults well into our thirties. (Rodney
Dickinson)

Friction in
the Hub:
Why I Quit
my Job as a
Bicycle
Courier

zine, #1, rodoftheflies@yahoo.ca,
price not listed

A manifesto (of sorts) in zine format,
Friction in the Hub tells the story of one
man falling in and out of love with the
bicycle. He is a bike fixer by trade but at
some point, he became disillusioned
with the industry formed around him
and he bails for a variety of valid reasons.

We won't spoil anything because it's a
pretty fascinating zine concept, especially since bikes, in general, are "sacred
cows" for many urban dwellers, environmentalists and insecure people.
Truth be told, this fella doesn't hate
bikes at all and he never will. What he
appears miffed about is the misguided
sense of DIY that exists within that
world and the resulting headaches and
head shakes that have come his way as a
result. Again, it's very rare to see this kind
of counterpoint being taken in such a
calm, cerebral fashion.
The text is dense and, at times, technical. This very much reads like a brain
dump of thoughts that had been troubling the writer for some time. But
through all the frustration and mire, perhaps the most remarkable swerve (or
non-swerve) is the eventual passion for
bikes and cycling culture that bleeds
thick through these pages. This is a non
life-or-death confessional that should
appeal to anybody within the crosshairs
of this community or maybe just anybody who is even a bit voyeuristic. (Cam
Gordon)

Funeral

Perzine, Danielle Patrick,
tharnia@hotmail.com, $2

Funeral is a short story in which the narrator (author Danielle Patrick) navigates
the events surrounding her grandmother’s death.
It starts off somewhat shaky; the anecdote about she and her siblings finding a
car window smashed and upholstery
soaked just before heading to the funeral
reads as strange and ill-fitting in the context of the rest of the story. Their grandmother is remembered in this scene as
someone who would find the break-in
“typical” of her family’s bad luck, but this
characterization seemed disconnected
from the woman we get to know as the
story progresses.
A lot of the dialogue and character interactions seemed awkward and stilted,
but the strength of this story is in the
narrator’s inner monologue and her descriptions of unfolding events and situations. There is also some discussion of
life and death and other Big Questions
arising from such occasions, and Danielle
is adept at conveying the sensations of
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finding yourself at the funeral of a family
member. She captures the confusing mix
of emotions you feel when someone you
love dies and all the rituals and obligations
surrounding it: the church lady catering,
being unsure if you’re getting too emotional or are not emotional enough,
catching up with friends and family who
only seem to gather for funerals and
weddings. All of these things are evocative of that experience. (Mary Green)

Go to Detroit

Travel zine, Alissa Rossi,
myskinnyheart@gmail.com, $2

The city of Detroit has been the butt of
a lot of cheap jokes in recent years…and
well, decades. Most poke fun at the "hilarity" that is abject poverty, crumbling
infrastructure and racism. But there always does seem to be a fairly vocal and
fairly heady underground voice that
points to the spirited arts community in
the Motor City. In some cases, this might
be something completely obvious — like
techno music — or something completely obscure that is probably only known to
people in Michigan (and maybe Windsor).
To help shed light on the latter, Go to
Detroit could effectively serve as a #realtalk tourism pamphlet and I'd be curious
to know the motives of Allssa Rossi and
whoever else worked on this pamphlet,
in terms of the zine’s general MO. I get
the hunch that Alissa and whoever else
(if anyone) visited Detroit, was taken by
the city in ways both good and bad, and
went on the non-pejorative defensive.
This zine works because it doesn't
sugar-coat. It highlights the good (Detroit
is apparently a great biking city!) with the
not-so-good (always keep a cab number
on your person in case of trouble: she
provides a list). Visually, there are maps
and collages and photographs. They're
pretty nice. A solid read for the curious
or the soon-to-be curious. (Cam Gordon)

The Married Life

Comic, Brett Williams, Ink Spill Press,
lauraknowsbest.com, price not listed
Heavy foreshadowing abounds on the
cover of The Married Life. It features a
playing card motif. The king is all smiley.
The queen on the inverse looks pissed.

The cover’s cues are correct: This comic is a series of snapshots of male/female
relationships. But strangely, this isn't a
comic focused on conflict at all, from
what I can tell. Instead it's a "celebration"
of the smaller everyday dynamics that
couples have, the conversations they
share and the stilted ecosystems that
sprout up to nourish their relationships.
Topics include babysitting, transportation, the death of hipster-dom and Vietnamese food. It paints a picture of the
commonality of everyday life, including
tolerance, understanding, fun and some
nonchalance. In that way, there is something very real about The Married Life.
Given the fact it's a well-produced comic
with solid artwork and a bold full-colour
cover, it should appea to a wide audience.
(Cam Gordon)

es.) This unfortunately is what the general collective consciousness of a big city
likely consists of: rude, crude and occasionally earnest desires fraught with self
doubt. Sofie puts these public admissions
under a microscope and beckons you silently to take a look. (Andrew Melanson)

Night Shift

Zine, JM Francheteau, #3,
nightshift.zine@gmail.com,
price not listed

Missed
Connections
in Toronto

Zine, 14 pgs, Sofie Mikhaylova,
House Hippo Press, househippo.net, $2

People use the “Missed Connections”
section on Craigslist for any number of
different reasons; to sheepishly mock
strangers, to share stories of long-lost
love, secret hookups or just for anonymous crushin’. All in all, it’s just a way to
feel heard. The site successfully channels
the collective consciousness of the city,
focused into a fine piercing laser of raw
unrequited passion.
Sofie, the producer of this zine, is a
cool artist who does not pigeonhole herself within a single medium, and has previously explored interests in fashion,
illustration and writing. More recently,
she’s founded a feminist LGBTQ press
called House Hippo Press with the freelance writer Erica Lenti, using it to present Missed Connections in Toronto.
One thing that I liked about this zine
was that everything was left up in the air.
Sofie offers no criticism or explanation
of the posts she chose to feature. Some
were pretty funny or desperate, while
others were angry, creepy, ableist and racist. (“I really want to see you get punched
in that manface of yours,” one entry rag-

You gotta sort through a bit of grit to
make sense of Night Shift, but personally,
I think it's worth the effort. It's a threeparter. Third part: a poem. It's decent.
Second part: a "recipe" of how to make a
quinzee defined by Wikipedia as " a shelter made by hollowing out a pile of settled snow". The first part is a primer on
Toronto street artist/ghost P. Cob.
As a Toronto lifer and somebody who's
been fairly clued into various subterranean leanings for a few decades, the legend of P.Cob_ had somehow eluded me
so this was a bit of a treat to read. No
spoilers but if you have any interest in
Shepard Fairey, the old Infiltration zine
or the mystery of the Toynbee Tiles, the
freaky works of P. Cob will fall into a
similar realm of fascination.
Night Shift is a nice slice of retroactive
nostalgia for the Toronto of the 1980s
and 1990s, albeit with a seriously warped
sensibility and plenty of (likely) delusion.
Thanks for sharing. (Cam Gordon)

Observing the Observables,
Vol. 1-3
Zine,TheRoyalWeIsUs.com,
free pdf download

I don’t know about you, but in this
screen-saturated world, it takes some
pretty compelling buzz to get me to
download a pdf of a zine, even if it’s free.
And unfortunately, this series made by a
small collective of skaters/illustrators/
designers, just doesn’t cut it.
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Each issue is visually intriguing, using
slick desktop publishing to splice images
of tattoo drawings, B + W latergrams,
stock photography, and various typography; however, the production simply
cannot make up for the writing, which is
a combination of disjointed stories in Vol 1
that profess to “observe and take note” of
specific moments in cities like Wichita
and vague poetry, which is the bulk of
the content in Vol 3.
The tragedy is that there are seeds of
interesting content that have the potential to surprise — Mike, and the Walgreens SWAT team in Vol 1 and a few of
the lines from the lyrics in Vol 3 —but fall
short in challenging readers’ expectations. Not only that, but the ultimate
problem with Observing the Observables
is that there isn’t any consistency across
the three volumes. If I had to recommend one, I’d suggest reading Vol 1 and
call it a night. (Jason Luther)

Our Date with Alison Bechdel
Zine, text by Tara Michelle Ziniuk,
illustrated by Sarah Mangle,
t.ziniuk@gmail.com
& sarah.mangle@gmail.com,
price not listed

Our Date with Alison Bechdel reads more
like a short story than a zine. It’s very
text-heavy and narrative-driven with
crude (but lovely!) illustrations. In it,
Ziniuk writes about her experience hearing Bechdel speak at the 2013 Toronto
Comic Arts Festival as part of the launch
for her second graphic memoir Are You
My Mother. Throughout her story, Ziniuk
weaves in bits and pieces of her own
thoughts, feelings and history with her
experiences from that day, in a way that
often hits that oh-so-satisfying-to-me
note of happy/sad/funny.
Ziniuk writes a bit about classism and
elitism and family in a way that really
resonated with me — in fact, there are
several things that I feel like I could have
written myself, stuff like: “I have this
thing where I'm jealous of intellectuals.
It sucks because it's totally classist and
doesn't account for people ever being
able to be responsible about their privilege, or have a complicated relationship
to class.” Yeah, me too, buddy. Me too.
All in all, Our Date with Alison Bechdel
is a great read, although it could have
benefited from a good proofreader or
copy editor. There are a few places where
the tense jumps around — for example,
the same event being described in both

present and past tense in the same sentence — and that can be a bit confusing.
There are also a few typographical errors
and while it feels nitpicky to mention
them, they're something that I know can
be a deal-breaker for some people. With
just a touch more attention to detail, this
zine could have earned an A+ in my
books. That being said, I really enjoyed it
and would totally recommend it. (Anne
Thériault)

Static Zine

Zine, Issue 9, March 2014,
staticzine.com, $2

Rochester
Teen Set
Outsider

Zine, W. Carroll, #28,
rochesterteenset.storenvy.com, $1 (US)

Apparently, the punk youth of Rochester love their comics. As proof, #28 of
Rochester Teen Set Outsider is the comic
book issue, filled with impressive coverage of the local comics scene and beyond. Editor W. Carroll reviews the
experience of representing Teen Set at
the local Roc-Con comics convention,
interviews Life Is Posers creator Mike
Kadomiya, reviews the longstanding local comic shop Comics Etc and interviews a local librarian who is also a
comics addict. The zine is padded with a
few crude homegrown comics, but the
interviews and articles are the real draw
to this issue.
Contributors are multi-generational.
Greg Prevost writes about comics he
grew up with in the 1950s and 60s, while
the mysterious creeper Mr. Ski Mask
writes a slightly sexist and lengthy history of women characters in psychedelic
era comics, coming off more titillated
than critical.
The black-and-white, cut-and-pasted
zine packs more content than one would
expect into its quarter-size format, mostly by using miniscule type. Nevertheless,
comics fans with a magnifying glass
should like this punk-curated guide to
the Rochester comics scene and comic
fandom writ large. (Joshua Barton)

Gather ‘round the table, friends, and behold the Torontonian feast that is the
ninth issue of Static Zine. Over 20 contributors make their mark on this foodthemed issue, with contents ranging
from recipes, perzine-style entries, fiction and notated music for ukulele.
Like any compilation zine, the pieces
vary in quality. Standouts include Jordon
R A’s beautifully illustrated “Pumpkin
Island” comic, Emily Craske’s illustration
“When is it a good time to eat pizza?” (the
answer: sad, drunk, high, happy, etc.), the
collaborative piece “What would your
last meal be? and another illustration,
Tom Lowery’s “Mom Art” featuring diagrams for cutting toast.
Even if the content is uneven, it’s still
fun and it seems like everyone involved
had fun contributing. Most contributions are single-pagers; so if you get
bored, skip it! To top it all off, the Static
crew gives a link to an online mixtape to
accompany #9, chock full of food-titled
songs (Bob Wills’s “Tater Pie”, Hank Williams’s “Jambalaya”) — all pre-1970! Pick
this one up, hungry old-music aficionados!
(Joshua Barton)

Winged Snail... Brews
(and Drinks) KOMBUCHA
Vol 1: A kombucha brewing
Primer

Food zine, Sarah E. Hoffman, 16 pgs,
wingedsnail99.blogspot.com, $3

While I always thought the process of
kombucha fermentation was relatively
straightforward, this zine quickly brings
up several new ideas and tricks (I had
never even considered coffee kombucha)
to vastly improve your end product and
streamline the process, making this an
excellent addition to anyone’s witchy
recipe shelf.
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For those unfamiliar: Kombucha is
basically fermented black tea, produced
through a symbiotic culture of bacteria
and yeast. Early on in the zine, Hoffman
frames the patience and interaction of
fermentation as a political and economic
statement, as she believes the process
rejects mass marketing and encourages a
more intimate knowledge of the human
body and its bacterial ecosystem. She
challenges the reader to be more critical of
the food we consume, how it’s produced,
and how it interacts with out body.
Hoffman spreads herself between several different food projects, including
writing weekly beer reviews and journals
about her culinary pursuits and those of
others. All her efforts are meant to inspire, engage and challenge our approaches to food. To further facilitate the
public's access to the secrets of food, her
website offers free access to a kombucha
course she designed. It is obvious that
Hoffman simply loves food and wants to
help improve our diets and expand our
minds one step at a time. (Andrew
Melanson)

Tazewell’s
Favorite
Eccentric
#11

Perzine, Sarah Rose,
piratesarah@gmail.com, $3

Sarah Rose has been through a lot by the
time she arrives in Philadelphia. The first
few passages in this edition of her zine
talk about volunteering at a local LGBTQ
drop-in centre, falling in love, and finding a way to pay the bills by making balloon animals.
There’s a theme of starting over, and a
couple of allusions to her troubled past
in her hometown of Tazewell, Virginia. I
liked that she used Greyhound receipts,
old transit passes, and bus schedules for
the background behind her blocks of
printed text on many of the pages because it reiterates the theme of moving
on brought up in her writing.
Later, in “Getting Clean,” Sarah Rose
recounts in more detail an abusive relationship she left behind, the rape and
molestation she endured as a child at the
hands of her mother’s friends, and her

struggle with addiction to intravenous
drugs. Her description of substance
abuse is jarring in its frankness, not only
through her exploration of the emotional state that led her to want to use drugs
in the first place, but the nitty-gritty account of the process of shooting up different prescription opiates and the kinds
of needles she used. This is a perzine in
the truest sense of the word. (Mary Green)

Yard Sale!

Zine, Harley Rex, issue 22,
harley@fallenloverecords.com, $3
It’s not easy being twee. For indie-pop
record label owner and show promoter
Harley Rex, love, music and cats are the

central themes of his life, or at least his
zine, Yard Sale!
Primarily comprised of letters that
may or may not be sent to the addressees,
issue #22 details a trip Rex takes to Vancouver in order to hang out with a band
he enjoys (Katie and the Lichen), and
perhaps find a new place to live. At the
time of the zine’s writing, Rex was living
in his parents’ house in Oshawa and romanticizing previous trips to Portland
and San Diego, where he spent time with
a woman he is still hung up on.
Rex shows no shame in his longing for
a woman named Beth with whom he’s
had a long-distance, hot-and-cold relationship for a number of years. As well,
his uncertainty about his future and his
uncertainty over employment will ring

true to many readers. But the inclusion
of multiple letters outlining the same
complaints about Vancouver’s weather
and record stores is the definite downside to the format. While it’s likely that
these are the things a person would genuinely include in a letter, they don’t stand
up to repeat readings.
Judging by the image he draws of himself, Harley Rex seems like an energetic
guy who is trying to keep indie-pop alive
and well in a city that isn’t known for its
cuteness, while also trying to create a
contented life. Just like a real yard sale,
this zine has a lot to take in, and you
might find some treasure if you take the
time to dig. (Joanne Huffa)

COMIC & ARTZINES
Baby Hair

Artzine, William Dereume, issue 1,
luckys.ca/books/559/BabyHair, $7
Baby Hair is an astounding little comic
that is cute and cosmic at the same time.
It starts in the middle of a strange configuration of stardust as the hand of God
picks out two little embryos, a boy and a
girl, in order for them to be born out of
a weird door and turn into birds. Later,
on earth, as humans, the characters go
on a really nice date where he twiddles
her hair a bit.
Back home, the boy walks down a
lonesome road to come to an abandoned
building that contains the embryonic
version of the girl he dated. With a mischievous look in his eyes he approaches
the girl, but is interrupted by a mysterious space spirit who looks in through the
window of the dimension next door. The
spirit plucks him up and pushes the boy
into a door located in the bizarre entity's
chest. The boy dissolves and the dream
ends. The next morning he encounters
the bird that he transformed into at the
beginning of the book. He then metamorphosizes into the kind of extra-dimensional entity encountered a page
earlier. End comic.
I hope that didn't spoil anything for
you. The plot needs to be experienced to
be understood, and even then it's an understanding on the intuitive irrational
level of dreams and love. The art is masterful in its simplicity. Sure, it has an off-

the-cuff doodle quality to it, but that
emphasizes the relation between the
spiritual and the mundane that is demonstrated in the plot. It's the blending of
high and low that really makes this zine
a successful one. Maybe your date tonight has karmic resonance, which you
can only dream about. Maybe this little
cartoon contains the secret of heaven.
Maybe if the doors of perception were
cleansed, Baby Hair would appear to us
as it is; infinite. (Neal Armstrong)

born with one talent and so trying to be
good at everything is harmful; a message
I don't quite agree with. The water colour
illustrations are scratchy and light, nice
to glance at but not very expressive. The
layout could use some work: the pictures
are crammed in among the blocks of text,
and are perhaps too small for a children's
zine. The phrases plod along, clumsily at
times. I'd guess it's far too wordy for most
children who are at an age where they'd
enjoy the story. (Rodney Dickinson)

Cabin-Time:
Green River

Artzine, various, cabin-time.com, $15

The Boy Who
Owned the
Forest

Artzine, Elizabeth JMW,
illustrated by Nicholas Beckett, 28pgs,
elizabethjmw398@gmail.com, $8

This children's zine has an eye-catching,
shiny silver paper cover and colour illustrations that charm. Inside, a simple
story tells of the boy who owned the forest and his scholar friends who dwell
together here.
Like other children's stories, this one
concludes with a simple moral. However,
this moral seems to be that everyone is
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This spiral-bound zine is a record of a
weeklong artists’ retreat in Desolation
Canyon, Utah, north of the Green River.
Each of the fifteen participants contribute a few pages to the zine, most with
one or two paragraphs of text followed
by three pages of prints, drawing, film
stills, or photographs. Most of the text
contributions are artist statements, followed by a summary of what the artist
wanted to achieve during their residency,
and a two-sentence biography. Some of
them read like manic freeform poetry;
others are more straightforward.
All of the photos have a voyeuristic,
haunting quality, like looking at a strangers’ vacation photos, and in a way that’s

what this whole exercise is. I liked the
way some of the writings referenced each
other — musician Cyrus talks about playing a house show in a nearby abandoned
stone cabin on the last night of the retreat, and a few pages later, radical homemaker Sarah explains that she spent the
week trying to make a home out of the
same cabin. This interconnectivity helps
the publication cultivate a cohesion
that’s otherwise difficult to do with so
many contributors. (Mary Green)

Dave's
Wurld:
Chapter One

Comic, Aaron Lenk, Simple Comics,
DavesWurld.com, $15
(when purchased with chapters 2–4)

Dave and the Object is the debut chapter
in Aaron Lenk's online comic, and it
makes no unexpected waves. Lenk's cutesy philosophy and self-aware over-simplicity can be charming, but appears
bland when it’s compared to other online
publications it seeks to imitate.
Dave and the Object tells the story of a
two-legged being called Dave in a world
where nothing exists but himself, his evil
twin, and the 'object' he wishes to possess. Lenk sets himself up for difficulty by
depicting his characters as blobs with
legs, without expression save for dot
eyes. Cute? Yes. But in a world where
nothing else exists, white-blob Dave and
black-blob Anti-Dave grow less novel after 25 pages of nothing else.
The narrative suffers from similar issues:
Lenk simplifies everything in order to
share a philosophical punch-line as directly as possible, but in turn, he doesn't
give the reader much to keep herself occupied. The text relates: “A world of nothing has been waiting for Dave to explore,
/ but Dave would move when he was ready,
/ and he's ready now. / For Dave has ambition, curiosity, and above all, / a materialistic nature.” Nothing is ever bad per se, but
nothing is ever memorable either. A passive
voice and one too many misused commas
push this zine into the realm of frustration.
Dave's Wurld continues online, and
this edition shows a lot of potential.
However, changes must be made before
Lenk's comic sits on the same level as
those he identifies with. (Joel W. Vaughan)

Dinner at
Nina's

Comic, Dune Mesa,
jbcomix.tumblr.com/post/48056685061/
dinner-at-ninas-by-dune-mesadune-mesa-is-dave, $3
I'm not really sure where to start with the
thoroughly bizarre Dinner at Nina's. The
product of a series of jam sessions between
Toronto comic artists Chester Brown,
Jordan Bursach, Nina Bunjevac, Dave
Lapp and Dalton Sharp, it's surreal at
times, graphic at others. Food is a theme
that appears throughout, as is sex, but
not in a George Constanza "Let's incorporate food into our love making" kind
of way. It's much more remote and sinister
at the root, as humans and various creatures torment each in other various ways.
Production-wise, the comic is a good
length and the drawings are universally
solid, careening back and forth style-wise
and giving a nice amount of variety to
the production. One suggestion — and I
know this might be tricky for a jam comic
— would be to try and keep things more
linear. It's hard to follow page-to-page so
it comes off as being more a collection of
concepts rather than a static work. That's
not necessarily a bad thing but after
reading and re-reading the comic three
times, I was definitely left with a bit of a
“WTF?” feeling when I attempted to digest it as a whole. Just be advised that if
you pick up a copy of Dinner at Nina's,
don’t fret over the focus — go along for the
ride and enjoy the chaos. (Cam Gordon)

Drawn By Four

Artzine, Rachel Ang , issue 1,
8–428 Byron St., Footscray 3011,
Victoria, Australia, $10
Despite what the title suggests, Drawn By
Four is actually the creation of one person, Rachel Ang, who uses drawings and
spare text to tell four stories about childhood in this inaugural issue.
The first and last stories in this triptych are fairly straightforward tales about
a little girl climbing a mountain with her
father (“The Mountain”) and a slightly
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older girl’s experience in her intriguing
and somewhat scary house (“The Wasp
Nest”). “The Beginning” is a creation
myth that would benefit from bigger,
clearer illustrations. Many of Ang’s drawings have a lovely dreamlike quality to
them. In the linear stories, the small,
black and white renderings work well,
but the depictions of space (if in fact
that’s what they are) aren’t done any justice by the format.
Of the four stories, “Craft” is the most
surprising and also my favourite. Without text, over six illustrated panels a girl
shows how to do a craft, with a wonderfully creepy end result. It would be nice
if there was a title on this page though.
It took several reads before I realized it
wasn’t part of the previous story.
At the conclusion of Drawn By Four, I
felt a bit like I do when I read Adrian Tomine’s comics — a combination of wistfulness, art envy and frustration caused
by wanting to have more of the story
revealed. I’m curious about what happens to the girl in these stories. Here’s
hoping for more. (Joanne Huffa)

Dusk

Artzine, Miko Maciaszek, issue 1,
mikoillustrates.com, price not listed
Dusk is an illustration zine featuring
elaborate drawings of nighttime wildlife.
Turning the pages, you get sucked into
the immersive world of a dark woods.
You can practically feel the creepycrawlies on your skin. Moths, snakes, and
the living vines of possessed plants press
up against you.
A narrative is hinted at but never made
explicit. Who are the men with the flashlights and what is their midnight mission? Who are hunting lynxes? Is the
snake the same one we know from the
story of Eden? This is all made doubly
eerie by the almost-human figures illuminated from the inside who take care of
fallen animals. There is some strange
battle at play, concealed inner workings
that the reader is never let in on. Instead
we only see dank blank blackness. But
maybe that is the point. Nature never
reveals her secrets.

Dusk is printed quite nicely on shiny
paper and will appeal to people who love
the enigmas of nature and skilled illustration. Just don't look at it before you
sleep. (Neal Armstrong)

Extreme Eaters
Compete for Pie Belt

Comic, Sarah E Hoffman and MJ Alexander,
sarahhoffman99.blogspot.com,
price not listed
There's a lot going on in this awesome
comic, set in the bolus-based arena of
competitive eating. It sounds like a lark
and it is, but there's also a nice balance
between action, humour and (oddly) suspense in the story of the rivalry between
Mac and Colby, two competitive eaters
with (ahem) a TASTE for competition.
This comic looks great — crisp, detailed
drawings that take the reader to the carnival circuit, stage shows and other highstakes locales within the competitive
eating world. Both Mac and Colby are
kinda assholes, and they taunt each other as the pizzas, cookies and other foodstuffs pile up. They binge. They barf.
They bash each other's faces. It's all good.
As a nice added touch, Colby's corner
man is dressed up like a man-sized ice
cream cone, which is all kinds of amazing
over-and-above the primary story arc.
The comic also gives a nod to anti-competitive eating pundits (they're out there)
who issue decrees that the "sport" for being wasteful and oblivious to world hunger, etc. Fair point! If you can get past the
vapid consumption though, there's a lot
to like in Extreme Eaters — if this kind of
comic whets your appetite. (Cam Gordon)

should push a little further into the dark
woods portrayed in this story.
Bartram is a triple-threat writer, illustrator, and designer, and her skills are on
full effect here. The story concerns a
woman, perhaps dead, who has decayed
and been reconstructed as someone who,
“works for the woods now, tending the
forest floor and sweeping the debris of
each season under the edges of the next,”
and scares off campers who have overstayed their welcome in the forest. It's
kind of like if the Blair Witch was a sympathetic protagonist. What's interesting
about the character is that she has no
idea who she was in her past life, she was
once a person amongst people, and she
does not know why she has been given
the job of woodland caretaker. What
happens next is a whole lot of ambiguity:
visions of boys with pigeon wings, women
with raccoon paws, disappearing corpses,
spiritual fireflies. The fact that nothing
gets resolved is irrelevant; the mystery
becomes wider and more marvelous, enthralling the reader.
The illustrations are perfectly macabre. They match the text with a palette
of dense greys, browns, and impenetrable
greens. The characters lie somewhere
between children's bad dreams, folk
imaginings, and mythic beasts. I won't
say any more as to not spoil the subtlety
and secrecy of this book, but if you've
ever been lost in a weird wood and want
to relive it — leaf through this one. (Neal
Armstrong)

Islam Book
& Planet of
Cuties

Artzine/Comic, Pardis Lili Khanmalek,
lillymalek@yahoo.com, price not listed

Frostbitten

Artzine, Jessica Bromley Bartram,
jessicabartram.ca, price not listed

Frostbitten is a mysterious and deep forest
fantasy zine. It is also printed in highquality colour on very nice paper. These
reasons alone make me want to recommend it whole-heartedly. But maybe I

Pardis Lili sent us two zines for review:
the minicomic Planet of Cuties and a halfsize artzine called Islam Book. It took me
a minute to get the wordplay in the title
of the former: “Islam book,” is like the
“slam books” we all had in junior high.
Most of this zine’s content is visual art
in the form of photographs and Crayola
marker doodles of faces, pot leaves,
hearts, and crescent moons. Some of the
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photos and drawings are remixed into
hypnotizing patterns, reminding me of
fractals or those Magic Eye pictures that
were everywhere in the 90s. The bulk of
the text written in English is an open letter to Barack Obama, but there are also
several pages of Arabic script, which was
unfortunately lost on me.
Planet of Cuties, meanwhile, is a sevensentence story accompanied by intense
watercolour illustrations. It is an account
of a person whose house blasts off into
outer space and lands on the titular planet. Our hero finds themselves surrounded by similar-looking characters, all
sporting thick red lips and Frida Kahlo
eyebrows, one of whom forms a sexy
connection with the interplanetary traveller. (Mary Green)

Meat & Bone

Comic, Katherine Verhoeven, Issue One,
meatandbonecomic.com, $5

Meat & Bone is the type of zine that I'm
willing to bet every reviewer prays will
fall into his or her hands. It's smart, funny and relatable and the illustrations
perfectly suit the text.
The story follows protagonist Annie,
who is moving in with her friend Gwen
after going through a bad breakup. Annie
idolizes the tall, thin, blond Gwen, and
finds herself constantly comparing her
body negatively with her friend's. Annie's
relationship with Gwen's is probably one
we've all experienced at some point or
another — that person that you can't believe is willing to condescend to be
friends with someone like you, and who
you view with a mixture of jealousy, admiration and love. Of course, putting a
friend way up high on that type of pedestal only makes the crash harder once
you realize that they're not, in fact, perfect. The way that Annie and Gwen's
friendship is set up in this issue leaves me
keenly interested in how it will play out.
Annie manages a hip cafe/restaurant
with owners whose business model
seems to be “treat your knowledgeable
employees terribly until they quit, and
then hire someone inexperienced for half
their salary.” It's a challenging job, and
made even more so by the fact that Annie
is recovering from an eating disorder.
She struggles not to slip back into old
eating habits as she tries to juggle all of
her various responsibilities.

Meat & Bone's first issue is a complete
delight, and I'm very excited to see where
the story will lead. Annie is such a
charming and realistically written character that you'll find it hard to read Meat
& Bone without completely falling in love
with her. (Anne Thériault)

PolarCentric
Constellations of
the Northern
Hemisphere

Artzine, Katherine Diemert,
katherinediemert.tumblr.com,
price not listed

Operations
Manual

Artzine, Marx Aviano, vol. XI, Pioneers
Press, godblessgenerica@gmail.com,
pioneerspress.com, $3 (US)

What’s your first mental image of a
sharp-tongued anarchist intellectual?
Whatever it is, Marx Aviano is probably
the counterexample. Operations Manual
confounds categories with a mix of bitingly sarcastic anarchistic political commentary (a sardonic peak is met in
Aviano’s appropriation of Bill Keene’s
Family Circus comic: Circus Family by
Keen Bill) and disorienting randomness
(a Martian counting table, grim internet
memes, etc.).
The heady, absurdist humor is first
sketched out in a series of pieces that riff
on the issue’s number. Being the 11th volume, the numerical jokes include an
11-fingered smiley-faced man, a volume
knob cranked to 11, an exposition of the
so-called 11:11 phenomenon and a likely
pilfered text on polydactylism (that is,
having extra fingers or toes).
Other non-11-related appropriated
texts include an explanation of dangers
for Christians using the internet (the
content is extreme and the danger is immediate, in case you didn’t know). Operations Manual appropriates freely and
mockingly, including by clipping and
pasting from others’ and its own Facebook pages (under the name God Bless
Generica) in which Marx baits and skewers the unsuspecting. This is all in keeping with the zine’s prevalent jesterly
disdain for all things conventional, Christian and capitalist. Recommended for the
self-satisfied anarchist intellectual in
need of a laugh. (Joshua Barton)

The 'reference zine' combines the qualities of a reference book with the qualities
of a zine, however jumbled and peculiar
those may be. They are a rare find, but it
is ever rarer to find one put together quite
so well as Katherine Diemert's Polar-Centric
Constellations of the Northern Hemisphere.
Diemert sets out to detail “these five
constellations, [which] viewed when in
the northern hemisphere, never set, and
are therefor[sic] seen year-round.” The
zine is as simple as that: five constellations with their corresponding names,
diagrams, and abridged mythologies.
Each constellation is completed on its
opposite page with an ethereal sketch of
its fictional form. The images are as ambitious as they are grandiose.
The idea is simple, the layout is simple,
the performance is simple, and this is
where Polar-Centric Constellations finds
its strength. Diemert is aware that a little
coptic hand-stitching and some heavygrade construction paper make a difference that no amount of clutter can
imitate. She has crafted a zine I'll return
to, and her work is an encouraging reminder that 'amateur' does not have to
mean 'poor quality.' If anything, she argues quite the opposite. (Joel W. Vaughan)

Séance

Comic, Jenn Woodall,
jennwoodall.tumblr.com, $3

A young woman in a black cloak and
pentagram necklace contacts three spirits
in a cemetery while in search of a deceased
friend. Each ghost she talks to is amusingly
demanding in their own way — the first
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wants to talk her ear off about a mutual
acquaintance who just arrived “down
here,” the second berates her for breaking
up with him while he was alive, and the
third spirit is willing to help her, but only
after asking why she never visits anymore.
The artist’s style consists of intricate
line drawings in black and white, save for
the cover, which is in colour. There’s a
happy ending as the young would-be
witch is reunited with her friend. All in
all it’s a cute comic. (Mary Green)

Sketchbag

Artzine, Jen Pilles,
jenpilles@hotmail.com,
jenpilles.com, $2

If drawing is one of the tools in someone’s coping toolbox, it feels a little weird
to review the end product. In her intro to
Sketchbag, Jen Gilles does say, “This
world is crazy. Drawing is one of the
tools I use to make sense of it all.” So I’ll
take this for what it is, and recommend
you do, too.
This quarter-sized 30-pager has selections from Jen’s 2013 sketchbook: bus or
subway people-watching scenes, friends
hanging out, imaginary creatures, dinosaur and dog skeletons, and what-haveyou. As you would expect from a
sketchbook, they’re all lightly and quickly done, some left as pencil-only, others
finished in ink.
Most of Jen’s sketches look like still life
studies with solid, realist representation.
Other sketches skew to comics style, with
human characters taking on a cartoonish
look. Given Jen’s intro, I was able to acknowledge that whatever imaginative or
real life scene she was sketching, she was
considering it intensely and making
sense of it (or something related to it).
As sketches are usually for the private
consideration and development of the
artist, Sketchbag and other zines like it
show the vulnerability of sharing. Sketchbag should be taken in and appreciated
on those terms. (Joshua Barton)

Slappy Hour
Vol. 2

Artzine, Patricio Miguel Ulloa,
patriciomiguel.com, price not listed

'Thrown together' is rarely the term I'd
use to describe a zine favourably, but that
seems to be the only way to describe
Patricio Miguel Ulloa's Slappy Hour Vol. 2.
Little time has been spent on its alignment and typeface, and it might even
seem hastily stapled. Thank God, then,
that Ulloa's illustrations are so solid that
they set Slappy Hour apart from the crowd,
tying the whole thing together with an
air of “so-good-it-doesn't-need-to-try.”
The zine is a casual glance through
Ulloa's notebook, doodles and all., and
includes everything from lined-paper
sketches to scrawled-upon receipts. The
centerfold is an intricate watercolour
drawing of Adam West and Darth Vader,
the former with some sensual expression
and the latter grasping a puffer. This has
to be should be seen to be believed.
Ulloa's artwork is consistently stellar,
without a shred of pretension. When
paired with its simple production, the
zine seems more scantily-clad than it
does cheap. Maybe volume three could
improve its design, but then, why fix
what isn't broken? (Joel W. Vaughan)

Spaceship
Holocaust

Comic, Greg Wong and MJ Alexander,
snartha.tumblr.com, $5

Set in the year 2712, Spaceship Holocaust
is a very literal comic that's hard to describe without giving away spoilers.
Short version: some bad stuff happens
in outer space. Otherwise, it probably
makes more sense to focus on aesthetics

— and in the case of this comic, they are
damn fine indeed. Illustrator MJ Alexander's drawings are crisp, clean and she
doesn't skimp on the panels — it's not an
overly dense story but the amount of imagery helps build the tension and sense
of unknown quite effectively.
This really isn't the type of narrative
you typically see in an indie comic, yet
Alexander's drawing do help provide a
nuance. The black-and-white look gives
the whole production a loose cinematic
feel if you want to go there. Genre-wise,
it's sci-fi, but there is a degree of realism
to the faces and expressions considering
these humans are (assumedly) barrelling
through space. It's a fairly light read and
occasionally gruesome, but Spaceship
Holocaust doesn't seem to be vying for
shock value or gratuitous gore. In lieu, it
opts for a decent degree of subtlety, which
can be hard to achieve in a comic where
limbs are being severed. (Cam Gordon)

would have made the snaps more interesting. However, I find this works quite
well in The Straphanger’s Noose. The
shots are obviously candid and are
framed pretty nicely considering the limited space and need for discretion.
The pictures make it worth picking up.
Overall though, I’m not a fan. His comments bring up no new ideas, and are
honestly annoying and pretty boring,
(Andrew Melanson)

Wonk

Comic, James Spencer, jamespencer.ca, $3

The
Straphanger’s
Noose

Photozine, Marc Calvary, 32 pgs,
The Carbon Based Mistake,
thecarbonbasedmistake.wordpress.com, $1

When I first read this zine, the entire
time I was thinking of that Louis CK skit:
“You know when you’re in the bank and
you’ve got nothing to do while you’re
waiting in line so you just pick people to
hate… and form an opinion with no information and it’s never positive?” That
particular joke summarizes the misanthropic sentiment of this zine pretty well.
The Straphanger’s Noose is a photozine
of people using the subway in NYC, peppered with criticisms about them. While
most are fairly true (i.e. peeps not moving their bods aside when you get on,
texting while walking very slowly), the
comments rubbed me the wrong way
and reminded me of being stuck in a car
with someone obnoxious who can’t keep
their road rage in check.
This is not my first time reviewing a
zine by Marc Calvary; the last one being
Undercover Ablutions, another photozine
about people’s medicine cabinets. Both
zines were photographed using his
iPhone, which was my major issue with
the last one since a different camera
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Wonk is a sketchbook masquerading as
a… pamphlet? Curb your expectations
accordingly and you'll probably dig this
collection of drawings on some level, to
the credit of creator James Spencer.
The cover features a creature with a
really porous snout, which sets the tone
for all the ghouls and goblins to follow.
A lot of very interesting noses overall are
on display. There are also human skulls
and bird skulls and human faces and bird
faces.
Again, it's a real mish-mash and leafing
through these wordless pages feels like
stealing the notebook of a faltering high
school student and drawing the inference that s/he spent most of his/her
classroom time doodling (with a heavy R.
Crumb influence.) The gatefold of smoking, angry apes is pretty cool — especially since their facial expressions are
essentially saying, "Come at me, bro" to
a pair of prehistoric-looking, bird-type
creatures. The rest of the drawings are
fairly decent too. Even if he loses interest
in Wonk, James could always find a second act doing album art and t-shirts for
Dinosaur Jr. (Cam Gordon)

LITZINES AND CHAPBOOKS
Broken Romance Vol. 1

Flash fiction zine, Josh Rosen, 16 pgs,
joshdraws.com, $3

After Swann

Chapbook, Marthe Reed,
above/ground press,
abovegroundpress.blogspot.com, $4

The words and phrases that constitute
this series of poems were culled and collaged from Swann’s Way, the first volume
of Marcel Proust’s In Search of Lost Time
series of novels. Repurposing text from
what Encyclopedia Britannica describes
as “one of the supreme achievements of
modern fiction,” is never a bad way to
start a poetry collection.
The way Marthe Reed — New York
resident and chapbook publisher — uses
that text, however, may appear peculiar
at first glance. She makes no attempt to
vary the style of the verse she presents in
After Swann; each entry consists of 10–12
three-line stanzas, and lines rarely go on
for more than four words. These restrictions are more an indication of a singular
vision, than a lack of creativity; she refers
to her verse as “constraint-driven poetry”
— a style in which the author voluntarily applies limitations or rules, in an effort
to spark inspiration.
As a result of the succinct nature of
Reed’s lines, the segments of an individual
poem never completely coalesce into a
definable event. From time to time, you’re
awarded a brief flash of comprehension.
A vague scene forms, then quickly fades
into the next: “she suggested / my dress
wasn’t ready / some excuse // charming /
she would jump in / and hold him in her
arms.” After Swann, in this way, pays
homage to a crucial element of Proust’s
Swann’s Way: involuntary memory —
when a particular cue evokes an unexpected recollection of a past event.
A decent chunk of this, thematically,
appears to deal with femininity and the
tribulations and desires at play in the
lives of women, 100 (or more) years ago.
Those who’ve read Swann’s Way will
likely see more substance in this than
those who haven’t. (Scott Bryson)

Mail-out zines are so often associated with
undercutting pop culture and reclaiming
something authentic that when a little
Xeroxed booklet called Broken Romance
finds its way to my desk, it feels like we're
going back to basics. Author-illustrator
Josh Rosen has reinterpreted the jacket
image of a typical romance novel as his
own; edited to include uni-brows, vampire
teeth, and swords jutting out of appendages. The effect is fun, with contents acting
in conjunction with the title to set up a
satire on pop culture's depiction of love.
The zine's actual content, though, takes
itself surprisingly seriously. Rosen packages six little pieces of flash fiction into
the 16-page booklet, each separated by a
little gallery of unrelated drawings. The
narratives travel from over-encumbered
teenage love talk (ie. “There was no maliciousness in any of our desire, no intent
outside of that single moment”) to some
genuinely striking images (“Liquefied mulch
poured into her weary crack of a mouth…”).
The illustrations are more interesting.
Playful characters tell simple stories,
even when the adjacent prose seems a
little caught up in itself. Romance remains
largely intact at the conclusion of Josh
Rosen's Broken Romance, but it hits the
mark just often enough to be worth a
look. (Joel W. Vaughan)

Even Noisy Sparrows

Litzine, Serafima Mintz, issue 6,
527 NW 6th Place, Gainesville, FL, 32601,
$3 US ($5 US for international orders)
This ever-changing publication — it has,
in the past, housed haiku, tanka and traditional Western poetry — is all the work
of Florida’s Serafima Mintz, but it never
comes across as a self-reflexive enterprise. There’s a clearly established angle
for this issue — the exploration of gender, sexuality and identity — and a reasonable amount of diversity in form that
sees interviews juxtaposed with fiction
and creative non-fiction.
At the core of this collection, are its
two interviews: the first, a chat with a
self-described radical feminist punk that
touches on running a record label, pro-
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ducing zines and being a “weirdo,” and
the second with a Cuban acquaintance
that explores astrology, Santeria, genderneutral pronouns and cultural reconciliation. Also prominent, is a touching,
semi-fictional homage to The Firefly,
“Miami’s home of independent punk
rock and DIY culture from 2006 to 2011,”
that chronicles its birth out of a squatted-in, abandoned home and the eventual fight to prevent its demolition.
Most of the content in Even Noisy
Sparrows is geared toward a specific target audience (queer, transgender), but it
touches on universal themes: escaping,
belonging, coming to terms with whatever you need to. One thing this collection clearly demonstrates: Miami is a
much more interesting city than most
might imagine. (Scott Bryson)

Mitsumi Elec. Co. Ltd.:
Keyboard Poems

Visual poetry zine, Eric Schmaltz, issue 1,
above/ground press,
abovegroundpress.blogspot.com, $4
This chapbook is kind of boring, but in
an interesting way. Maybe that's not a
good way to start a review, but it's true.
The poems in this collection are actually little visual art pieces made with a
disassembled keyboard and black paint.
Calling them poems is even a stretch,
because there is very little that can be
read; a few words and a few letters. This
process violently brings the digital world
into physical space, reminding us of the
abstract visual quality of printed language. The page becomes a field, a space
ripe for exploration.
Schmaltz plays with chaos and order,
alternately presenting Dionysian smudges and intricate latticework mandalas in
an Apollonian mode.
These pages are wry works of minimalism and the book contains no semantic
content besides an ironic little note about
safe typing posture and practices, hence
why I called it boring. But maybe that's
the wrong way to go into it — these are
meditations on the ambience of language
and the tools we use to express ourselves.
This zine should be approached with a
mindset of contemplation, like a poet yogi
waiting for the dance of the cosmos, perfect
in its imperfections, to reveal itself in a

quiet moment. It is compulsively re-readable, hypnotic like looking at a fire or the
stars at night. (Neal Armstrong)

Otherwise Smooth

Chapbook, Rosmarie Waldrop,
above/ground press,
abovegroundpress.blogspot.com, $4
The tone of a written work has likely
never been set as quickly as it is in the
first sentence of this collection: “How
daily my life.”
Otherwise Smooth, an assemblage of
nine prose fragments, rarely strays from
that initial promise of despondency.
There are tangible losses — “a sister’s
death, a friend’s,” and the resulting funerals — but Rosmarie Waldrop is more
interested in the passing of what could
be called the now-component of time, or
what she describes as “the immediate
between the ticks of the watch.” Events
and chances constantly evade her grasp;
everything is instantly history: “A cosmic
storm slips between my fingers… only
once it’s past I latch on.”
Language and cognition are to blame
for the loss of immediate perception,
Waldrop suggests: “Only once we’ve said
‘I’ with all that follows do we become
aware of pure experience… But then it’s
already over… pronouns do not refer to
anything in space and time except the
utterance that contains them.” This
clearly isn’t cheery material, but a nugget
of hope does creep in to lighten the closing paragraph: “And yet. Already so many
pear trees blossom.”
Otherwise Smooth reads as a complete
cycle, with no loose ends, and Waldrop
stays loyal to her theme throughout. It
tends to wallow in heady territory, but
always manages a tactful balance between poetic language and comprehensibility. (Scott Bryson)

Paper and Ink

Litzine, Martin Appleby (editor), issue 2,
etsy.com/shop/paperandinkzine, £4.50
Reading the occasional British zine can
be an amusing enterprise for North
Americans; it’s not every day we get to
look up a word like “numpty.”
Vocabulary aside, Hastings, Englandbased Paper and Ink — so named, because
of its hard-copy-only existence — stands
out initially because of its proclivity to
tread on stylistic thin ice. Each poem and
short story in this issue is presented in a

unique and occasionally garish font
(more often in the titles than the body
text, thank-fully). It’s a potentially disastrous format but somehow manages to
work in this case, with the font changes
often capturing the differences in mood
between the entries.
The theme for this edition is “Home,”
and there’s no skirting the subject; each
piece is explicitly on topic, and provides
an intriguing glimpse into the varied
ways people choose to define home. For
one contributor, it’s a house full of
squabbling relatives. For another, there’s
no identifiable thing called home —
there’s only a vague notion of what it’s
supposed to be.
This is all perfectly passable poetry
and prose, but one contribution stands
out: Jennifer Chardon’s “Your Life Is The
Story You Keep Telling Yourself,” a series
of short prose fragments that she refers
to as a “collection of musings.” While the
individual pieces appear to be from unconnected narratives, she weaves them
together with skillfully-placed segues
and shared, relatable themes: turmoil,
escape, longing. (Scott Bryson)

398

Litzine, Elizabeth J.M.W., issue 13,
etsy.com/shop/ElizabethJMW398, $3
The subtitle for this collection of short
stories — “The Rejects” — is apt on multiple levels. Its characters more often
than not get the short end of the stick,
and the stories themselves, says author
Elizabeth J.M.W., “were not originally
intended for 398. But they got rejected.”
In “Apocalyptic Breakup,” a woman —
possibly the last one on Earth — gets
dumped in the middle of a zombie Armageddon. In “About Us,” a college dropout
watches helplessly, as his relationship
disintegrates. Only in the closing piece,
“In The Flies,” do we see something resembling a stable relationship, but by that
point we’ve been conditioned to suspect
there’s more going on than meets the eye.
While all of 398’s tales are charming,
it’s “Apocalyptic Breakup” that stands out,
even in the thick of a zombie-saturated
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climate. You’d be hard pressed to find a
narrative about people trapped in a house,
waiting for the undead to bust through
the door, that isn’t thrilling to read.
Reviews of previous issues of 398 seem
to suggest that it typically focuses on the
fairy tale genre, but these stories (zombies aside) are all down-to-earth endeavors.
The deviation in theme was worthwhile;
it’s reassuring to see rejects getting a second chance. (Scott Bryson)

Zoom

Poetry zine, Stephen Cain, issue 1,
above/ground press,
abovegroundpress.com, $4
This is an excellent collection of poetry
for people who don't care if the words
make sense. Cain plays with sound, sight,
and meaning in a chapbook that hearkens back to the Dada days of early modernism. He engages with sound poems
by the likes of Kurt Schwitters and
Claude Gauvreau in a process of reversehomophonic translation. He listens to
poems that lack semantic meaning and
finds words in them. It's all quite fun.
Compare Hugo Ball's lines “zitti kitillabi billabi billabi / zikko di zakkobam /
fisch kitti bisch ” with Cain's ”city kitty liable
billy's bi billy's bi / sicko the psycho man
/ fish kitty bisque.” The transfer from
meaningless sounds into words with
definitions pits sense against nonsense.
Cain is a man drunk on word spitting
and hollering joyful absurdities. His juxtapositions are rapid and twitchy and unexpected. The work demands to be read aloud.
Cain is a professor at York University,
where he has initiated many a student
into the secrets of Dada, Surrealism, and
the avant-garde. This guy is deep in the
history of experimental poetry, and thus
finds himself in line with innovative Canadians like The Four Horsemen, Chris
Dewdney, and Christian Bok. His work
strikes a balance between thoughtfulness
and playfulness that is appealing even
when it doesn't make a lick of sense.
Highly recommended to weirdos. (Neal
Armstrong)
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UNDER THE COVERS:

BOOK COLUMN

ALISON LANG TAKES A PEEK THROUGH PHIL ELVERUM’S

BOOK OF HAUNTING, WEIRDLY KINETIC LANDSCAPE PHOTOS
Editor’s note: “Under the Covers” is a brand-new
Broken Pencil column where we examine a piece
of self-published/small press ephemera in greater
detail. Hope you enjoy.
When I reach Phil Elverum one dozy evening at
his home in Anacortes, W.A., the musician is in
the midst of some serious meal-based multitasking; as he effortlessly navigates our phone interview, he’s also baking bread and cooking a pot roast.
Elverum’s balancing act also lends itself to his
artistic practices. For over 15 years, he’s been bestknown in indie circles for releasing beautifully
intimate and challenging music as The Microphones and later, Mount Eerie through his own
label, P. W. Elverum & Sun. Few people know that
he’s also a visual artist who’s dabbled in comics (his
cartoon blog Fancy People Adventures is a particularly hilarious read) and more recently, photography. In 2007, Elverum released Mount Eerie pts. 6
& 7, a photo book with an accompanying record.
His follow-up is a standalone book called Dust —
a hefty self-published 180-page tome that collects
various photos Elverum took in various places
between 2007-2013. It’s a leap for Elverum, marking the first time he’s released a standalone work
of visual art.
“With (the previous book) I was a bit nervous,”
he says. “I’m not that well known as an artist or photographer. I was worried the book might not stand
on its own. This one is raw aesthetic — just visual.”
The photos largely document places Elverum
has visited while on tour, from Barrytown, New
Zealand to Nagamo-ken, Japan. Other images capture snippets of life in and around his home base
in the Pacific Northwest. Elverum divulges the
location of each photo on a numbered list on the
inside back cover, but says he was anxious that
Dust not be considered a tour photo book.
“(With the first book) I didn’t want it to be all
like ‘Look at all the cool places I’ve been — aren’t
I lucky?’” Elverum says. “With this book, I wanted
to have that information available for the curious,
but still wanted the photos to stand alone with no
additional information alongside them. That’s
what life is like — you’re walking around, experiencing thing, not thinking about the GPS coordinates or the data you’re seeing.”
It’s rare to see other people in Elverum’s photos.
Dust’s main ambition is to focus, instead, on our

surroundings: waterfalls, splintering tree stumps,
rolling field expanses, barren mountains dusted
with snow, or bright flowers creeping up the siding of a house. They are beautiful, moving photos,
but there’s also an ineffable presence within them;
a sense of something — or someone — unseen,
besides Elverum himself. Maybe I’m projecting
because I also hear this quality in Elverum’s music;
maybe it’s because the ghostly atmosphere in
these photos is real.
“I’ve noticed that most “art” photography is
people and animals — maybe I’m a sociopath, but
that doesn’t interest me,” Elverum says. “I like
walking around in the in-between times of tour
— you see something crazy, or the light changes.
It’s that kind of raw perception that’s really interesting to me.”

Dust

Photo book
by Phil Elverum
180 pgs
P.W. Elverum & Sun,
pwelverumandsun.com,
$38

From page 34 of Dust: Elverum photographed his neighbour's house, noticing the way their overhead lights made the sky
seem blacker and the flowers more vibrant. He's never met them. "That house is lit the same way every night. It's so
spooky. I wonder if they know how perfect it is."
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BOOK REVIEWS
FICTION

Chloes

Dean Garlick, illustrated by Nicole Legault,
80 pgs, Lodge Press, deangarlick.com, $14
When we first encounter Chloe Fortin,
the titular character in Dean Garlick’s
latest novella, things aren’t particularly
terrific. She’s mourning a recent breakup
and seems to have lapsed into a severe
depression, moping around her Montreal apartment, avoiding friends and
work. A parakeet mysteriously lands on
her windowsill; she names it Viktor. She
starts finding cigarette packs and opened
bottles of wine around the house, with
no recollection of buying either. Later,
she slouches past the bank where she
works, and sees herself working at the
counter, serving customers as normal.
Are there really two Chloes? Or has she
truly lost it once and for all?
Chloes is alternately funny, disturbing,
surreal and tragic — Dostoyevsky’s The
Double with a distinctly acerbic and
feminine touch. Garlick’s Chloe is an unreliable narrator to be sure, but there’s a
lot of fun in this uncertainty, and she is
beautifully realized. Anyone who’s suffered through a particularly haunting
breakup — and the resultant bout of depression — will relate to the dregs of
Chloe’s existence.
Her flaky ex, Anson, is particularly well
drawn — he’s the Kombucha-swilling,
underemployed, accordion-playing type
of Montrealer who’s almost immediately
recognizable. Still, as Chloe’s memories
of their relationship play through the
narrative, his presence (and lack thereof)
represents a darker burden, one that
Chloe has to claw away from in order to
reclaim a singular existence. Nicole Legault’s delicate, evocative B & W illustrations deepen the book’s strange tone.
(Alison Lang)

Hysteric

Nelly Arcan, translated by David Homel
and Jacob Homel, 168 pgs, Anvil Press,
anvilpress.com, $20
In this agonizing chronicle of the twisted
end of a love affair, the writer claims she
has no future. She subsequently reveals
that she is planning to kill herself when
she hits 30. This rings uncomfortably
true when it comes to the real-life tragedy of author Nelly Arcan, who killed
herself in 2009 at the age of 36. Arcan’s
suicide undoubtedly breathes a sense of
honesty and credibility into Hysteric as
she struggles to come to terms with a
relationship turned sour and her selfimposed expiry date. Written in the same
style as Arcan’s critically acclaimed
Whore (2004), this daunting exploration
of self-identity reads more like a ghostly,
disturbing memoir than a fictional novel.
At first, Hysteric seems akin to a basic
sob story, giving the reader access into
the diary of some tortured, heartbroken
lover unable to let go of the past. It quickly
becomes apparent, however, that Hysteric
isn’t simply about a breakup. With the
streets of Montreal as a backdrop, Hysteric
conveys the writer’s struggle to survive in
a society infiltrated with sex, drugs, techno
music, and Internet porn as much as she
struggles to survive her relationship. As
a result, Arcan produces a valid, unapologetic critique of modern culture and its
obsessions, where “without the threat of
eternal damnation at the end of the rope,
suicide has become a real option.”
Hysteric showcases Arcan’s terrifying
ability to disturb while always remaining
within the realm of possibility. At its
core, the novel is fiercely questioning the
human will for survival, and Arcan demands her readers proceed with caution.
(Chloe Stelmanis)
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I’m Not
Scared of
You Or
Anything

Jon Paul Fiorentino,
illustrations by Maryanna Hardy, 172 pgs,
Anvil Press, anvilpress.com, $20
I never know what to expect from Jon
Paul Fiorentino. He creates poems out of
pop culture phenomena, writes funny
books about cringe-worthy situations,
and then suddenly he’s making conceptual works out of Archie comic books.
His latest work I’m Not Scared Of You Or
Anything is a collection of offbeat short
stories featuring stalker pen pals, painfully graceless teenagers, a child with an
annoying birth defect, and more.
Punctuated by illustrations by Toronto
artist Maryanna Hardy, Fiorentino's
book plays with the short story the way
comedians play with everyday life. No
matter where the he takes the story, it
ventures into the realm of the moderately disturbing. I couldn’t help but find
myself connecting with a few of these
oddball characters. These surreal stories
are interwoven through the lives of artists, loners, losers, and awkwardly needy
friends. It’s a meditation on those who
never get a second look or chance.
If you’re looking to know how Žižek
would sound through the voice of Teen
Wolf, or if you are curious to take a peek
at the world of competitive pillow fighting,
this is your book. (Jacqueline Valencia)

Interference

Michelle Berry, 271 pgs, ECW Press,
ecwpress.com, $18.95
Billed as a novel, Michelle Berry’s Interference is in fact a kind of hybrid, a collection
of 18 chronologically-arranged stories
that take us from fall to spring in the

lives of the residents of Edgewood Drive,
in the small Ontario town of Parkville. In
a kind of hyper-reality that the book otherwise eschews, the poor benighted
Parkvillians have undergone a full, almost
biblical panoply of travails: cancer, sexual
confusion, kidnapping, OCD, breakups,
disfigurement, and on it goes. Taking a
Canadian slant on the received New
Yorker paradigm of suburbia-as-hiddencesspool, Berry offers almost no alcoholism
or adultery, but plenty of women’s hockey.
Interference is entirely told in the present tense, with only a rare nod to backstory, so that an air of documentary
immediacy pertains. Enhancing the realist
aesthetic is her austere, no-frills language
(which, along with her focus on several
teenaged characters, at times fosters an
almost YA feel). The considerable heft of
these stories is ultimately transmitted
though the slow accretion of detail rather than florid, discursive showing-off.
Berry’s main preoccupation is with
fear as a psychic tax on modern life. Not
just the Big Fears — of death, disease, the
predations of an arbitrary universe — but
also the more ephemeral fears of dislocation, submersion of self and unrealized
potential. Her cleverest trick is to have
the stories overlap, so that events are related from multiple perspectives; what
seems grave from one can be innocuous
from another. The lesson is Zen — we
don’t experience the world, but rather
our perception of it.
The usual takeaway here would be the
communitarian one: ‘only connect’. But
I suspect Berry has more ambiguous fish
to fry. We in the collectivity must take
the bitter with the sweet; your neighbour
could be a pedophile as easily as a saint.
So be open-minded. Live in the moment.
Stay warm. And, all else being equal, best
lock your doors. (Paul Duder)

baby fetishist has a man-sized crib delivered to his basement apartment. A
fifth-grader’s underwear and a book
about flags spark an unlikely friendship.
Three teenage outcasts plot revenge
against the perfect high school princess
who wronged them. Nothing Looks Familiar is full of memorable moments and
surprising situations.
Among my favourites: “Four Pills,” a
story that opens lightly with the protagonist Adam’s declaration: “I’m gonna
have a good time tonight.” Here Syms
deftly draws us into a world of caricature
and comedic cartoon violence that obscures the final dark irony of Adam’s
opening line. And though the book is
quite a juicy read, offering plenty of sex,
drugs, and danger, it also offers subtlety
and nuance, such as in “The Eden Climber,” where septuagenarian Cassandra
clings to her sense of propriety in the
Brentwood Pines Home for the Aged,
despite older sister Ruthie’s unseemly
shenanigans.
Syms deploys a clear and straightforward prose style in each of these pieces,
and the settings, despite their variety,
blur together as part of a single, gritty
world. What makes the stories in Nothing
Looks Familiar really come alive, though,
is Syms’ knack for plot and character twists.
Though the writing is often understated
and seemingly transparent, all of these
pieces eventually reveal murkier depths
and strange complexities that are a delight
to explore. (Andrew Woodrow-Butcher)

one sister purchasing a pregnancy test
for the other on their way to a wedding,
a moment that causes both to realize that
their lives are potentially out of their
control. In “Sweet Affliction,” a woman
with uterine cancer caused by a nearby
chemical plant oscillates between sarcasm, naivety, and tacit resignation as
society’s evolution slowly weeds her out
of existence. The story is charming in the
ways it unsettles, frequently embracing
comedic tangents to offset some of the
trauma. Shifting gears, “Moving Day”
presents a dystopian civic holiday in
which all renters must move from their
abodes in a tale of equality and capitalism gone awry.
The stories “Helga Volga,” “Glory
Days,” and “A Goddamn Fucking Cake”
are the strongest and most affecting in
the collection: in the first, a young couple
threatens to buckle under the sexual
freedom they’ve allowed into their relationship; the second details a young boy’s
burgeoning passion for Bruce Springsteen via stream-of-consciousness writing, and the last introduces readers to
Bonnie and Bruce, who share the most
complex, funny, and relatable banter of
any story in this collection.
Many of the remaining stories in this
collection fell flat for me, not because of
poor writing, but due to a lack of interest
or empathy I felt toward their plots and
characters. And while several tales are
loosely linked by characters and events, the
connective tissue felt much more for the
author’s benefit than the reader’s and did
not increase the impact of any one story.
Doubt and insecurity echo throughout
the book. As these stories show, the collection is at its best when Leventhal cuts deepest into her characters. (Andrew Wilmot)

Sweet
Affliction
Nothing
Looks
Familiar

Shawn Syms, 181 pgs, Arsenal Pulp Press,
arsenalpulp.com, $15.95
The eleven stories from Shawn Syms’
debut collection present a downtrodden
and diverse cast of characters. An adult-

Anna Leventhal, 190 pgs,
Invisible Publishing,
invisiblepublishing.com, $19.95

Journey Prize-nominated author Anna
Leventhal’s first book is an assortment of
15 stories centered in and around Montréal. The collection’s cast is a gaggle of
urbanites whose personalities are equal
parts sincere, darkly comic, and outright
caustic.
Opening story “Gravity” focuses on
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The Tiny
Wife

Andrew Kaufman, 108 pgs,
Cormorant Books,
cormorantbooks.com, $20

Andrew Kaufman’s novella The Tiny Wife
begins with a bank heist. Instead of money, the thief demands that the bank’s
patrons surrender whatever item on

their person holds the most sentimental
value. As the thief makes his dramatic
exit, he pauses to explain the plot: “When
I leave here, I will be taking 51 per cent of
your souls with me. This will have
strange and bizarre consequences for
your lives. But more importantly, and I
mean this quite literally: learn to grow
them back, or you will die.”
“Literally” is the key word here. The
Tiny Wife is the sort of magic realist story where the characters’ internal turmoil
is assigned a metaphor and that metaphor is carried to its logical conclusion.
A Camus-reading woman becomes more
centred when she finds God under her
couch and puts him in the washing machine. A detective is buried alive when
his family history collapses on him like a
water-damaged ceiling. As a reader, you
have to keep this metaphorical aspect in
mind to explain their irrational responses to quirky but life-threatening events.
See, the character who spends 18 days
being chased by a lion which has sprung
full-sized from her ankle tattoo is metaphorically learning to face her fears, but
since she literally believes this literal
(however wildly improbable) lion will eat
her, she would probably be better served
by calling animal control and trying out
bungee jumping. Your mileage with this
book will vary according to whether this
sort of obvious device bothers you.
Kaufman’s deft prose is peppered with
witty observations and imaginative description, but he struggles to nail the mix
of whimsy and bittersweet emotion his

story requires. The Tiny Wife is a brisk
read and not without its pleasures, but at
$20 it’s difficult to recommend this novella. (JM Francheteau)
(This book was originally published in
2011 a limited edition by The Friday Project
in the United Kingdom. This review refers
to the 2014 Canadian edition from Cormorant Books.)

When
Everything
Feels like
the Movies

Raziel Reid, 171 pgs, Arsenal Pulp Press,
arsenalpulp.com, $15.95

Everyone’s talking about Jude Rothesay:
what he’s wearing, where he’s going, who
he’s screwing. He’s a star. At least, this is
what he tells himself about the attention
he gets as a flamboyant gay kid trying to
navigate high school in a small mining
town.
Raziel Reid’s debut novel shows us a
teen coping with homophobia by imagining that the vicious graffiti on his locker are tabloid headlines and the regular
gay-bashing he experiences merely the
overzealousness of jock-paparazzi.

A blend of confessional, gossip, and
daydream, revealed at a manic pace,
When Everything Feels like the Movies revels in the depravity and delusions of its
young characters. There’s a horrible
glamour to the book, compelling perhaps
because we know it must end badly. This
is the kind of novel people will devour in
one sitting: the pages practically turn
themselves.
But Reid’s glamorized treatment of his
characters’ poverty, desperation, bad
home-lives and dangerous school environment, though intrinsic to his story, is
not without its problems. We are distanced from the follies of Jude and his
family, friends, and enemies by the transparency of their mistakes and self-deceptions. This distance is reassuring, but at
the same time it prevents us from meaningfully identifying with his characters.
Jude Rothesay is a fascinating, tragic protagonist, but he is one in whom few readers will see themselves. Though the book
presents a wide range of intersecting
social problems, it is as if Reid means us
to look but not to touch: the reassuring
distance positions us as spectators, not
as people who live in that dangerous,
poor, homophobic world.
When Everything Feels like the Movies is
an ambitious novel, more successful on
some levels than on others. (Andrew
Woodrow-Butcher)

NON-FICTION
Indian
School Road:
Legacies of
the
Shubenacadie
Indian
Residential
School

Christopher Benjamin, 329 pgs,
Nimbus Publishing, nimbus.ca, $24.95

As the scheduled conclusion to Canada's
Truth and Reconciliation commission
grows nearer, the pressing question —
“what's next?” — grows ever more perti-

nent in the minds of those concerned
with our shameful shared history of native residential schools.
Halifax-based author Christopher
Benjamin offers no distinct sense of what
is to come, but chooses instead to illuminate the shadier corners of the past. Specifically, Indian School Road documents
the history of Shubenacadie Residential
School in Nova Scotia, describing in
depth its students, staff, teaching methods, and its hand in Canada's attempt at
cultural genocide.
Benjamin writes largely in response to
Paulette Regan's Unsettling the Settler
Within, a text which has become somewhat of a staple in Native Studies courses
across Canada. Benjamin's Indian School
Road takes an outsider's point of view to
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life inside the residential school, depicting graphic accounts with great empathy.
The text is well-researched and lengthy
enough to devote time to Shubenacadie's
past, present, and future (or rather, the
future of the students who attended it),
but one wishes that Benjamin would
have provided an appendix of notes and
references, especially considering his
history-thesis approach to the text. Still,
for a nation that prides itself on justice
and multiculturalism, this kind of text is
extremely necessary. Indian School Road
is a welcome and essential addition to the
Canadian historical canon. (Joel W.
Vaughan)

POETRY

Bourbon &
Eventide

Mike Spry, 56 pages, Invisible Publishing,
invisiblepublishing.com, $14.95
Montreal-based writer and editor Mike
Spry has a charming talent for sardonic
prose. In his first collection, Jack, Spry infused dark topics with quirky mediations,
making a potentially heavy read into something relatable. There’s a palpable isolation in his latest work, Bourbon & Eventide.
Utilizing popular relationship clichés
and dry wit, Spry’s words flow like a novel broken up into neat tercets. Observed
by a cynically biased narrator, the protagonists meet and fall for each other,
despite their bleak outlooks and flaws.
The poet creates a foundation, a setting,
and, as the affair continues, the pair’s
failings go from beautifully sensitive introductions to humorous punch lines.
Conceptually, the stanzas work like
Twitter feed-fodder, since there’s no
heavy digging into the narrative — there
could easily have been more meat in it.
However, as a whole, this examination of
coupledom is poignant. It makes for a
bittersweet reminder that romance is
sometimes more about the frayed connections we make rather than love itself.
(Jacqueline Valencia)

Open Letter:
Woman
Against
Violence
Against
Women

Sheri D-Wilson, Frontenac House Poetry,
frontenachouse.com, 104 pgs, $15.95

“This,
The Black Book of Unopened Letters
Is addressed to all people —“

This is the mantra that starts off Sheri-D
Wilson's latest collection of poetry. With
an arsenal of eight poetry books under
her belt, her latest, Open Letter: Woman
Against Violence Against Women, is a biting work. It presents healing, history,
defense lessons, and consolation without
shying away from the discernible anger
that drives the project.
Not one to shy away from experimentation, Wilson frees up sonnets by breaking them into minimalistic imagery.
Alternately, she constrains free forms
into her own molds, making the female
voice a transformative one. The texts
were conceived through improvisational
performance, giving her words a flair for
the dramatic, yet tempering them with
supporting research: the Montreal massacre, the ideology behind historical
witch hunts, Celtic matriarchal mythologies, and starkly personal accounts from
the poet’s life as well.
Violence threads these pages together,
and when read out loud, they become a
modern feminist revision of the beat aesthetic. A refreshing read, this collage is a
reparative and educational companion.
(Jacqueline Valencia)

hesive linear or narrative interpretation.
As a result, these vignettes obscure lines
and act as anecdotes that do not quite
cohere. Currin’s writing is beautiful in its
subtlety, with lines that unfold quietly
into each other like: “We used to go there
before the fire. / It’s hard to know how to
story things, / what anything means or
meant” from “The Incense in Those
Rooms". A tension between narrative or
construction and ruin or revelation prevails throughout School, and through it
Currin delicately posits a human essence
that predates notions of constructed
identity and survives every personal catastrophe. Her argument remains a gesture to something inexplicable except by
referral, and becomes more poignant
with each reiteration.
While the work in School is sometimes
frustrating in its obscurity, the collection
offers many quiet and satisfying treasures. (Maureen Brouwer)

Some Birds
Walk for the
Hell of It

C.R. Avery, 71 pgs, Anvil Press,
anvilpress.com, $18

School

Jen Currin, 99 pgs, Coach House Books,
chbooks.com, $17.95
We take for granted that we are defined
by the way we interact with the world
around us; our friends, our jobs, our
alignments with certain movements and
ideologies. Vancouver poet Jen Currin
explores themes of identity in her fourth
book School, investigating what is left of
a person when the relationships and objects she’s built her identity upon are
taken out of the picture.
School is a collection of memories and
observations. Details of personal relationships recur, but Currin refuses a co-
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It’s funny that the main thing missing
from C.R Avery’s book of poetry is C.R
Avery. But for the most part, Some Birds
Walk for the Hell of It is unmistakably
his. Page after page is replete with the
same swaggering, devilish sense of invention that makes C.R a legend in East
Vancouver’s slam poetry and music
scenes. It is the absence of his physical
presence, however — his soft graveling
voice, his toned diction — that makes
this book somewhat unsatisfying to
read.
If I felt obliged, I might attempt an impersonation, reading aloud with a smoky
voice: “In the black outskirts of night,
4am spirits rise like dead roses/ from the
prairie wind’s fire pit as Cherokee warriors chant” (from “Lime to the Lemon”).
Passively listening, a friend sitting in the

same room might mistake this style as
Kerouac, or maybe Burroughs. My point
is not to call out Avery for being somewhat derivative of the beat poets, but to
assert that Avery’s printed words don’t
translate as quickly and recognizably as
his live music does.
That being said, there’s some really
solid work in here that will tickle the
bongos of any beat/slam fan. The longer poems “Man from Minnesota” and
“My Only Tattoo” are particularly great
examples of C.R’s raconteur style ramble.
Buy this book and try your own luck
at interpreting the man’s legend — just
don’t miss seeing him next time he
comes through town. (James Gordon
King)

There Are
No Solid
Gold
Dancers
Anymore

Adrienne Weiss, 70 pgs,
Nightwood Editions,
nightwoodeditions.com $18.95

Whether it be by imposing fantasy on a
lover, indulging in a fanatic sense of affinity with a favourite artist or carefully
curating an image of one’s self for the
eyes of the other, we are all somehow
guilty of self-mythologizing. Toronto
poet Adrienne Weiss works through
themes of self-narration in her second
book There Are No Gold Dancers Anymore

to arrive at a truth between the life we
perceive ourselves to lead and the world
we belong to.
The work in There Are No Gold Dancers
Anymore shows a deft handling of poetic
technique, moving with a careful, conscious metre and managing unique and
intensely physical descriptions such as:
“where we sit the sliding door / sighs, the
air reeks of green, and a cool / breeze lies
against your throat like / a threat” from
“The Future Comes Anyway.” Weiss
writes from many points of view, occupying the consciousness of high school students, the cast and characters of the film
The Wizard of Oz, and a sex worker in
Amsterdam’s Red Light District with remarkable insight. She manages each
voice with compassion and pathos, hinting at the complexity of characters commonly perceived as negligible.
There Are No Solid Gold Dancers Anymore is a touching collection, carefully
guiding its reader through a vast world
of personal truths. (Maureen Brouwer)

GRAPHIC NOVELS

Beautiful
Darkness

Fanian Vehlmann & Kerascoët, 98 pgs,
Drawn & Quarterly,
drawnandquarterly.com, $22.95
Vehlmann and Kerascoët’s Beautiful
Darkness is a disarmingly dark fairy tale
gone wrong. It’s something like Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland by way of
William Golding and Freudian analysis.
It’s also one of the more effectively
haunting books I’ve read this year.
As tender, proper Aurora is serving
cake and hot chocolate to her guest, the
princely Hector, the world around her
starts to melt and come apart. Fighting
through a sea of blood, she eventually
stumbles out of what appears to be the
nostril or ear canal of a much larger creature—a girl, dead in the wilderness.
Alongside Aurora, a number of other figures of all different shapes and sizes

crawl out from the deceased host’s various orifices, emerging into a dark world
that dwarfs them in every respect. Thrust
unexpectedly into the wild, the diminutive characters — each at one point embodying a different facet of the host’s
personality — attempt to understand
and survive in their new surroundings.
Beautiful Darkness has a not-so-secret
weapon: its art. The soft, understated
watercolour work of the husband-andwife duo Kerascoët is as charming as it is
disturbing. The first full image of the
host dead on her back in the rain is immediately evocative of Gulliver’s Travels;
similarly, as Aurora’s manufactured community slowly unravels, the background
imagery of the host’s gradual decomposition casts a distressing pall over everything.
Death in Beautiful Darkness is treated
as a casual occurrence, which only increases the terror bubbling beneath each
and every panel. What is left unsaid —
chiefly, the manner of the host’s demise
— quietly undermines what strength
remains in Aurora by the book’s end.
This is a work of implied horror, deftly
executed. (Andrew Wilmot)
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Maple Key
Comics

Issue 2, edited by Joyana McDiarmid,
268 pgs, Samara Press,
maplekeycomics.com, digital $6 print $15

Maple Key Comics Issue 2 presents a series
of 17 diverse approaches to visual storytelling by emerging cartoonists. Editor
(and accomplished illustrator in her own
right) Joyana McDiarmid does an admirable job creating a sense of unity by integrating a seamless design concept with
an engaging sense of everyday madness.
For the most part, the stories are funny,
quirky, visually exciting and complex.
While some are slightly perverse or twisted, others project visionary alternative
worlds. The content is hip and will appeal to students, casual readers and cartoon aficionados of every kind. That said,
it’s the wordless comics that stand out
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most. These reveal that the sincerity of
speech is not always enough to stimulate
creative thought. The reader requires
simplicity of presentation.
Adam Whittier's “If the Coffin Fits” is
poetic, humorous and well-crafted. Dan
Rinylo's “Mangy Muffin” is a spectacle of
poetic imagery. Nicole Georges' “When
We Tried to Go to Soul Vegetarian CAKE
in 2012” is appealing for ts lack of traditional cartoon gridlines. “Talk Dirty To
Me” by Luke Howard is original and
stimulating, speaking through unorthodox images, projecting overlapping divisions. Good comics require talent,
inspiration, execution, formal experiment, a good line, a memorable title,
engaging pictures and dialogue, among
other things. Set in an anthology that allows for a lot of diversity in style and
presentation, each of these comics aims
to achieve one or more of these elements, making for a genuinely intriguing
collection of cartoons. (David Swartz)

It's all here and it's all presented at
varying levels of intricacy. Some tales
bear a stylistic resemblance to the kid
mag Highlights Magazine, but with decidedly more sexual innuendo, while others
play up those “one man vs. the world”
action movie tropes. The high quality of
the work shows the passion that went
into it, stoking your appetite for each artist's longer-form work — whether it be a
graphic novel or ongoing series. This anthology is a great introduction to what
comics can offer, and with Monstrosity
Vol. 2 on the horizon, this is the perfect
time to catch up. (Aaron Broverman)

Photobooth:
A Biography

Meags Fitzgerald, 280 pgs,
Conundrum Press,
conundrumpress.com, $20

Monstrosity
Vol. 1,

Phil McClorey and Brian Evinou, editors,
200 pgs, Alterna Comics,
alternacomics.com, $14

Imagine a gaggle of award-winning independent comic book writers and artists
from across Canada coming together to
produce a monster-themed graphic anthology. Monstrosity is just that book.
The anthology features the work of a
number of comics heavy-hitters, including J. Bone (Batman: The Brave and the
Bold), James Edward Clark (Evil Comics)
and Noel Tuazon (Archaia's Tumor), as
well as with many of Canada's rising stars
in the comics field. Monstrosity delivers
the nostalgia of B-movie horror, Universal Studios monsters, and grindhouse
sci-fi all in one 200-page tome.
Twenty tales from 30 creators each
serve shockingly different styles and
takes on the monster theme. There are
witches being rescued by a group of wellmeaning bumbling idiots during the Salem witch trials, space worms burrowing
into various solar systems, and grizzly
bears riding motorbikes.

This graphic novel tells the story of interdisciplinary artist Meags Fitzgerald’s
unexpected love affair with “boothing,”
as she becomes addicted to tracking
down photobooths in the wild (in malls,
at train stations, etc.) and letting them
capture her in moment. Very quickly, her
interest in photobooths evolves, first into
an artistic quest, and then into an anthropological endeavour. She travels the
world seeking to experience and learn
about as many different varieties of photobooths as she can, as well as the unique
and independent cultures that have
spawned around their existence.
On the technical side of things,
Fitzgerald takes the narrative all the way
back to the invention of the Daguerreotype
in 1839, documenting the advances in
photographic technology that eventually
led to the construction of the world’s first
photobooth, which opened in New York
City in September of 1925. The book quickly reveals itself to be a three-way biography:
of the photobooth’s evolution, of the nations and cultures documented by the
existence of photobooths, and of the author
as she discovers what photobooths mean
to her both as an artist and a person.
Using the graphic novel format to tremendous effect, Fitzgerald has created a
tertiary layer of personality. Many of the
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book’s images are carefully rendered
translations of actual photographs. This
technique acts as a filter that slips between the text and the images to offer
the reader a degree of subjective truth
that might otherwise have been lost.
Additionally, through both her illustrative work and her colourful-yet tothe-point writing, Fitzgerald manages to
make every character — major, minor,
historical — feel unique and important.
Fitzgerald has crafted a book that pays
loving tribute to this endangered artistic
pursuit while simultaneously being a
work of art itself. (Andrew Wilmot)

The Pitiful
HumanLizard #1

Jason Loo, 52 pgs, Loo Harvest Group,
facebook.com/pitifulhumanlizard, $10

Lucas Barrett is a 9-to-5, twentysomething office drone by day, but by night he
uses his publicity hound father's greatest
invention to stick to walls and become
Toronto's first homegrown superhero —
The Pitiful Human-Lizard.
Why pitiful? Well, other than his father's super sticky glue, Barrett has no
superpowers and must make due catching rides on top of TTC streetcars to get
from one emergency to the other and
training at one of Toronto's local Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu gyms to keep himself battleready. His secret lair is his not-so secret
apartment, and he volunteers in medical
studies to make extra money between
nightly patrols.
Funded by a highly successful Kickstarter campaign, this self-published,
full-colour double issue is printed on
glossy-magazine paper under a shiny and
durable cover, which means it can stand
on the rack and be mistaken for a work
from the heavyweights over at DC or
Marvel.
Inside is a story that — at least in its
more mundance elements — most young
singles can relate to. Barrett juggles battles with villainous monsters outside local landmarks like the Art Gallery of
Ontario with work, dating, and Sunday
dinner with his folks.

Less akin to the real-life superhero exploits in Kick-Ass, and more like Image
Comics' Invincible (if “Honest” Ed Mirvish
was Stan Lee) author Jason Loo provides
the right mix of humour, quarter-life crisis
ennui, action, and a compelling story that
answers the question: “Why would someone fight crime in a lizard suit?” The art
is detailed enough that local landmarks
and intersections are instantly recognizable, but exaggerated enough to give off
a ‘60s-era Marvel vibe. (Aaron Broverman)

Beach breaks down generational barriers,
adult responsibilities and distinctions
between public and private realms, allowing for a moving and unforgettable
story with a stunning climax that renders
This One Summer a worthy book for any
season. (Chloe Stelmanis)

White Cube

Brecht Vandenbroucke,
Drawn & Quarterly, 64 pgs,
drawnandquarterly.com ,
$22.95 USA & Canada

Through
the Woods
This One
Summer

Mariko Tamaki and Jillian Tamaki,
319 pgs, House of Anansi Press,
houseofanansipress.com , $18.95

Mariko Tamaki and Jillian Tamaki, who
brought us Skim in 2008, have solidified
themselves as the dream team of young
adult comics. But their latest feat transcends the young adult genre. Instead, as
This One Summer follows summer friends
Windy and Rose to the cottage town of
Awago Beach, it effortlessly transports
readers of all ages into the nostalgic
realm of teenage summers. Rose and
Windy remain powerful and relatable
characters throughout their apprehensive transitions into adulthood. They’re
two girls who are just trying to focus on
the important stuff: boys, boobs, and The
Texas Chainsaw Massacre.
This One Summer is a vivid and genuine portrayal of girlhood, but the Tamakis
resist young adult clichés by juxtaposing
this with the harsh realities of adulthood.
Jillian Tamaki impresses in her ability to
evoke a poignant sense of nostalgia within a single frame, while This One Summer’s plot always jolts us back to reality.
The palpable tension between Rose’s
parents, for instance, infiltrates the entire story, and peaks beautifully alongside illustrations of shattered glass from
broken dishes.
While This One Summer deserves
praise for its authentic depiction of what
it means to be on the cusp of childhood,
it also succeeds in conveying complex
familial relationships and friendships
with fluidity and ease. The site of Awago

Emily Carroll, 208 pgs,
Margaret K. McElderry Books, $26.50
hard cover, $16.99 paperback

It would be difficult to over-praise this
first book of graphic short fiction from
Emily Carroll. Through the Woods is a collection of five stories, including a revisedfor-print version of the previously
released webcomic “His Face All Red.”
The salience of red and black on Carroll’s pages is our first sign that these
stories have something to do with horror
— both the feeling and the genre. But
inside her macabre narratives we also
discover retellings of traditional fairy
tales, coming-of-age stories, nuanced
relationships, and a good dose of nostalgia. The sparse dialogue and frequent
narration is unusual for comics, and gives
the book an unnervingly quiet quality.
Despite the unifying themes of the
collection, the stories display a wide
range of visual styles and settings. In
“The Nesting Place,” for example, the
cheerful mint and azure dresses worn by
one character (a suspicious fiancée) interrupt the drab palette of a 1920s farmhouse. Carroll’s version of Bluebeard
offers the perhaps most daring art of the
book. Titled “A Lady’s Hands Are Cold,”
she sets the tale in the 18th century —
complete with stately home and elaborate dresses — but depicted solely through
primary colours. Within this bold scheme,
the cartooning is inventive and masterful,
at times a little more abstract, and augmented by word balloons the colour of
blood.
Emily Carroll has created a remarkable
book that demands to be read again and
again. Thrilling, complicated, delightful,
Through the Woods is a triumph. (Andrew
Woodrow-Butcher)
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Hey, Kids! Comics! Super-Smart TheoryDriven Society-Critiquing Comics!
White Cube throws “High” Culture &
“Low” Culture into a blender and presses
pulverize: Picasso, Tom of Finland, The
Muppets, and many more get smashed
together and mixed like paint. The resulting canvas is a grotesque hyperworld,
hilarious and horrifying at the same time.
Navigating through this crazy jumblescape are two pink-faced wordless twins
who grin or frown and thumbs up or
thumbs down as they skewer pretentious
art world bullshit with vicious Jonathan
Swift-style satire.
No art world target is safe from the twins.
They attack fashion: one of the twins is
walking his pet leopard when he passes a
woman wearing a leopard skin coat. The
twin pulls out a knife and skins the woman’s
dog to make his pet leopard a dogskin coat.
The twins also take on noise music,
performance art, and the very idea of
representation itself. In White Cube,
blurred pixels are often preferable to the
actual image; the reproduction preferable to The Thing Itself. In one strip, the
twins sit side by side, one reading Black
Hole by Charles Burns and the other
reading Walter Benjamin, most noted for
his 1936 essay “The Work of Art In The
Age Of Mechanical Reproduction.”
Benjamin claimed that, “The presence
of the original is the prerequisite to the
concept of authenticity.” Comics can
have original art, but are inevitably reproduced; Benjamin’s concept of authenticity
is shattered by the digital age. Is it true
that Authenticity cannot be reproduced?
At the end of White Cube, one of the
twins stands in a bookstore between opposing signs. One sign says Comix and the
other sign says Art. The Twin gets angry
and rejects the false dichotomy by plunging
straight through the middle of the bookstore wall. If you like your comics smart,
funny and violent, then plunge in after
him. You’ll be glad you did. (A.G. Pasquella)

FICTION

illustration by Jayesh Bhagat

NEWS FROM THE B-STARRED PHANTOM
Ghost Rights Activism
The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Ghosts
1
S.P.C.G. caution, call to action.
We enjoy a good exorcism as much as the next
person (probably embodied, anyway), but death is
not Disneyland. We have identified the dominant
trend of the tourism industry across the world
persistently exploiting ghosts - their existence,
identity and actions THEIR ONLY PROPERTY IS
CREATIVE/DESTRUCTIVE, this is intellectual
and artistic theft, they have no defence and no
copyright protection. Their attempts to dissuade
people, spook tactics, threats, poltergeistism etc.
result in their being ridiculed more than feared
(they’re only dead people after all). In turn this
adds fuel to MORE stories for the ghost tours and

TV mediums, especially the liars. The emotional
resonances of these people/dead/spaces where
people were, is milked dry until it is no longer sure
of its own existence without the parasitic living
people taking the money for it. Consequently, for
example, ‘Mr Boots’ a.k.a. ‘the watcher’ becomes
addicted to scaring women on ghost tours because
they keep talking to him, if he breathes his cold
foul old whiskey breath close into their faces and
whispers ‘get out’ they will keep coming back.
Point is, not to stand for it. Invasion of space, attempts at mental invasions of time, and well
meaning but repulsive attempts of certain so
called spiritual types to be sympathetic are a
plague, there, beyond the veil. YOU CAN HELP
our office has been suspiciously quiet, we know
this is a tough issue no government is prepared to
face, but we will not allow the ghosts to struggle
alone. Report any abuse, or otherwise, you have
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witnessed towards ghosts or other nonspecific
paranormal entities/non-entities to us in person
or via black telephone, static, and shortwave radio
transmission. Ghost rights activism is not cheap;
all donations are welcome. From the Society of the
Prevention of Cruelty to Ghosts.
Ghost Rights Activism
The B-Starred Phantom: in other news.
The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Ghosts’ resident expert or the only one with any
equipment, Rita Ectoplasm has spent the last
three months experimenting with furniture. She
has never been that keen on the sound of modern
materials. It is unfair to single out Ikea, but its true
— their stuff is everywhere, and it sounds bad. It
sounds bad when you hit it, it sounds bad when
you bang it against things, it sounds bad when you
smash it up. Worse, it’s got no soul, any table could
be any other. Personal grudges aside, Rita and
Deadarm found an absolute negative correlation
between the level of Ikea furniture in a building
and the amount of paranormal activity. Following
exhaustive tests over a number of séances and less
formal meetings in a range of locations, the results
are thorough and conclusive. Ghosts actively and
verbally declined to “knock once for yes, twice for
no” on ANY Ikea furniture. Even the most violently active poltergeists were not interested in
tabletipping anything — Lack, Lidden, Klubbo,
Agen, Benno, Bänkås or Pilbo. Lightweight as particleboard and fibreboard may be, there is nothing
to hold on to. Its hard enough for ghosts to get a
grip on the material world as it is, even with furniture full of character and history of use, but
when there’s nothing that can seep through the
membrane into limbo, what do you expect? In fact
the sum total of successful ghost effect or deposit
on any Ikea product was a single ghost egg laid
inside a Hol storage table — its solid wood (walnut); gives a natural feel.
Also, in the outer circles of our membership,
many of you have reported dreams of The Other
Gateway disguised as an abandoned train station.
We are not sure what this means, but we will keep
you updated. If you have any concerns or information, please feel free to get in touch by the usual
methods.

ing on the large scale, translation is all too clearly
black and white compared to the tropicolour, and
nobody cares. The drive to sentimentalism is
heartbreaking in itself, in the things it does and
the things it will crush. We were not invited to the
Black Tie Event, but they couldn’t see us so who
cares. The whole party amassed in the vineyard,
taking their pick of deceptively sour grapes. It was a
useless indication of the wine, wasted on these dull,
ignorant people whose beauty is the only tough
thing about them. Tough shells of the stuff that
cannot be watered-down, cracked, slipped off or
hidden. Placing on the ground, with almost imperceptible fingers, a pair of very thick glasses, the dry
dust and dead leaves became The Great Fire, the
thick smoky taste of history that sinks into the dregs
left in every cask, every bottle, and every decanter.
Anyway, it tasted of salt, dirt and by now vinegar.
So we left for the small fishing town. Don’t touch
me you peasant, you’ll get my clothes dirty.
Brain in a vat drew our attention to the parable
of the smaller person living inside the head of a
larger person without any cause for alarm because
neither was aware of the situation. In fact the one
was a physical accretion of the products of imagination of the other, but this only became known
when the larger began to sneeze out very small,
emptied tin cans. The smaller had a niggling feeling that their existence was in fact only the internal meanderings of some bigger, bored other; but
of course, and worse, the smaller was never sure.
Finding the cans, the bigger WAS sure, but wasn’t
sure what their responsibilities were in the matter.
In the end curiousity was worse for the larger; he
had his head excavated. The smaller, and the larger, died in the operation; but the truth was revealed: the smaller had existed within a perfect
ecosystem, burning their waste products to fuel
the production of further imaginings by the larger, which could be conjured up almost infinitely
by drawing on the natural weaknesses and inclinations of the larger, bored brain, and therefore able
to engage and occupy both with a sense of purpose
and worth. It was noticeable that the growths
were, however, eating into the brain itself and
consuming it from inside. It is unclear what would
have happened had the process been allowed to
continue. That is the story of the head clogged up
with the materialisation of imagination.

3

4

Ghost Rights Activism
— the triumph of hope over experience —
Upon first exploring a spot, with which we are but
imperfectly acquainted, it is the most obvious
course of proceeding to direct our path by the information of native guides. The first thing we noticed, horribly, is that there are no natives. There
were monuments, internal, mental, ideal and
sunken. And others. Main tasks of the day involve
pointing out that each one of these individuals
could tell us something that would shine a light
on the world we live in. Unfortunately, in reveal-

“i de ghost”
Deadarm — rabid, gangrenous, musty — climbs
the stairs ready to plant his searing thumbprint on
the forehead of sleeping hunter-larvae, the ones
he suspects: your children. He doesn’t think it
through. There is a rage takes hold of him, bristling his hairs and charring him into the blackness,
gnawing with raw activity and horror.
He grins: don’t believe for a moment they don’t
bite back.
My younger sister; once howled him back in
awfulness. When she was very young, head cov-

2
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ered in the blanket better loved as “raggy”, she said
“I de ghooooost.” You would have believed her.
Deadarm ripped through numberless shades of
existence to scrape the edges of that curtain he
hoped would hack into milky toasty comfort and
splatter it with CRYING. But no, tiny mite was
fearless. Deadarm was severally bitten, but never
shy. Or embarassed. Not even disappointed, too
impressed.
Your forearms blush in the dawn light. All for
one… two for you. But Deadarm’s twin (was it badblood or ghost?) has crossed The Great Leap to
Mighty Done-With.
Do i only exist to be made to feel stupid?
You will have noticed on the DeadArm FullyPosable Plush Durable Action Figures Available Now!
that they are made in extendable and compact
forms. This is the question of whether or not
Deadarm has a funnybone. You may prefer conundrum. That night Deadarm fell asleep on a velvet
pillow and decided that was it, he will stay in bed
until you come and get him. Grumpy and angry
and not at all sure if it is Sleeping Beauty or Snow
White (the one with more blood!), when its Rapunzel has the most potential for a Deadarm
story but at least it wasn’t the Little Mermaid
again. Then ran off for the ships again bloody pirate. You can hide behind stories forever but its
not hiding. Give up and wait because you can wait
for them any more.
Write.
Right.
To the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Ghosts.
Number 5
News from The B-Starred Phantom
A SPECIAL REPORT on the state of unfinished
business.
In order to reduce admin costs, and to ease the
strain of overactive boredom glands which is currently encumbering our small but determined
circle of members this is a plea for you to stop making an idiot of yourself on FaceBook etc. In recent
years we have become overwhelmed with insubstantial and unsubstantiated ideas and by a mass
of intentions that have not been followed through.
One of our major concerns has become the simultaneous-shock of having to cope with the
valid and justified needs of dead extinct animals
and almost-extinct animals, whilst also, then, having to find room for the vast amount of ectoplasmic waste generated on social network websites
by people who write posts about endangered animals, but who don’t actually want to do anything
about helping the real animals. Extinction is potent, in short, it stinks. However, it is one thing to
plan for handling the complaints and difficulties
of whole species, it is quite another thing to have
to handle the distorted, terrified, sensationalized
forms of non-existent verge-of-extinction animals
that have been wrangled into conceptual existence
by some fool writing inane posts on their online

social network page wall (or whatever) just because they wanted to seem like they cared about the
lickle anwimals.*
As ever, we hold to the motto Don’t Use The
Dead To Make Your Living but this whole mess
has revealed quite how urgent it is for us to be
straightforward about our views on the living. We
would not condone unfairly using the living, or
doing anything mean to make them dead or extinct. We are fully aware of the volume and obscenity of the manifestations which unkindness
to the living produces in the afterlife, and we are
dedicated to providing help, information and solutions for those who are overwhelmed by it and
wish to not be. However, we have a keen sense of
usefulness, do our research, and are not interested
in wasting our time or efforts. Writing about any
topic that concerns you and posting it to a social
network page, a blog, or anywhere else is not the
same as actually doing something about your concerns. It may be a way of finding support, or of
learning what you can do. It may give other people
something to think about, and those people might
actually do something about it. However, writing
about something on FaceBook, ranting and complaining, then saying that there is nothing you can
do to help is almost never the answer. In the case
of endangered animals, this can be highly dangerous, both on this side and The Other. Not only
does it not help the real animals, it actually creates
unmanageable, non-existent, creature/non-creatures in a permanent state of becoming extinct,
which no one besides us will even begin to deal
with. In other words, it creates both a violently
pain-wracked, unsettled substance and a vacuum
at the same time. Bad vibrations. Too much.
Our point is: don’t send us messed up, unnecessary, non-existent, speculation-generated animals,
or at least don’t be so dumb as to send us your
return address. I don’t want to do it any more.
Do something in real life.
As a dead shark himself, Boris K. McNeil, our
ever-dedicated and self-contained (taxidermied)
secretary, has both strong opinions and expertise
on this topic. Consequently, he has felt it necessary to brave the task of reporting on his experience of this work, just for this once, even at the
considerable risk of inadvertently unleashing his
own usually well-stuffed-in ferociousness, bitterness and killer-tendencies. The predator-madesecretary, as ever, conquered himself through his
commitment to hard-work and up-to-date donation acceptance forms.
The following statement, while fully backed by
the whole Ghost Rights Activism team, was written by a dead fish.
Our Work With Point-of-Extinction etc. Animals,
by Boris K. McNeil
February 2011
I have been the Secretary of the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Ghosts for many years,
and, until recently, would have always argued that
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* Our official statement on
this attitude, in any context,
can be quoted as: Bleurgh

* ‘Alternative medicine’ does
not actually exist either. It’s
an ethnocentric term invented by people who were
more used to ‘Western’ biomedicine than to any other
systems of health. It ignores
the massive complexity and
variety of attitudes to health
and medicine in the world,
including many scientifically
and socially tested methods.
Many, many of these methods have nothing at all to do
with the medicinal use of
parts, or the whole, or endangered animals.

Elaine Boyling is
nasty, brutish and
short.

the admin work was far less heroic than any of the
other work done by our members. The filing and
typing can be gruelling, but it is rarely set out with
the same spark of adventure as the exploration
and reconnaissance work of Rita Ectoplasm,
Deadarm and The B-Starred Phantom, and is
never so thorough or overwhelming as the discoveries and inventions of Brain in a Vat.
However, our work with endangered animals
was different. This was one of the few times when
the filing was as bad and thrilling as anything I did
while I was alive.
These animals were big, really big. They were
great lumps of shivering non-existence, ectoplasmic globs that expanded to fill whatever space
they were in. The animals, the psychic projections
of perceived un-saveable endangered species,
sometimes had several extra heads, legs, horns,
layers of fur, than would be usual. These abnormalities, created by the misplaced energy produced by people expressing but not acting upon
their concerns, could not be sustained by the
mostly un-formed internal organs of these speculative creatures.
There was nothing I could do. These animals
could not be contained and were difficult to resolve. Rita Ectoplasm, squeezing her way into my
office in the reception and then edging her way
around the wall to reach me, agreed that these
animals did not need to be suffering on The Other Side, and that maybe we should undertake the
significant but practical and achievable task of
returning each of these non-animals to the people
who created them. Educate and inform. Let people
understand and take responsibility for their own
nonsense animals.
The animals were not difficult to transport. All
we needed was the computer printout of whatever online post each creature had originated
from. With a few briefcases full of paperwork and
a whole troupe of frightened non-animals, we
went door to door.
We found one. A young man, in the evening, left
his computer and went to answer the doorbell.
There stood Rita Ectoplasm, Deadarm and myself,
each of our arms filled with briefcases.
“Hello. We’re from the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Ghosts all donations are welcome. We are here to return something to you.”
I held out a piece of paper to the young man. It
had been typed on the wall of his page on a social
network website. It started with a vicious, misplaced and unsubstantiated generalisation about
Alternative medicine:*
Alternative medicine is retarded. Rhino’s
have been poached almost to extinction
so that their horns can be used in so-called
medicine. Medicine companies are paying
for helicopters with night-vision etc.,
which make poachers almost impossible
to catch considering the resources that
endangered animal reserves have.
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And then, as a comment on his own post:
I wish there was something substantial
I could do.
Not only was this young man getting caught in his
own circles of self-reference, without any helpful
input, but he also had a whole lot of passion and
care and he still wasn’t getting anything done.
“We’re here to help you find something substantial
to do.”
I grinned, perhaps a mistake. I am a shark, after all.
The young man stood on his doorstep, holding
the piece of paper I had handed to him, not reading it. He was shaking his head.
After a long while of staring at us, he spoke.
“What are you doing?” he said. “I don’t want
this. What are you even saying? You don’t even
make sense.”
Then he started shouting, half screaming but
mostly frightened and embarrassed, saying “go
away! go away!” over and over.
Rita Ectoplasm is brave and curious. In all the
time I have worked with her, I have not seen much
break her, but this one did. Whether it was from
exhaustion, frustration, the desperation to do the
right thing for the non-animals and their real life
counterparts, or sheer disappointment, I watched
as one small bead of a tear rolled down her cheek,
and landed defiantly on the toe of her boot. We
looked on, waiting for understanding from the
face in the open doorway. No way. Not even the
hint of an apology, or the slightest smudge of
thanks: Pride killed it again, my friends.
Thankfully, the beast of my own fury remained
dormant. I retained my self-control, and did not
savage the young gentleman. Just as thankfully,
Deadarm’s reflexes remained as sharp as ever. He
flew in the face of apathy. Heel of the palm thrust
under nostrils and bammed against the bridge of
the nose. Gushing blood, like two great taps were
turned on somewhere inside. As The B-Starred
Phantom would say “it didn’t help, but it did.”
All said and done, he took the returned animal
and agreed it was his responsibility. He deleted his
post about how there was nothing he could do to
save the animals, stopped being generalising and
inconsiderate to other cultures, and donated to
charity.
We continued in a similar fashion, with success.
However, we would gratefully appreciate your
support in reigning in these problems of perception. The work they create is time-consuming, and
saps resources we could put to better use. Watch
out for yourself.
Boris K. McNeil.
There you have it. Thank you Boris.
As ever: Give Us Your Money, we want to work.

TRAIN GIRL
“I can’t fall asleep unless I’m on a train.”
Alice smiles inwardly at the man’s raised eyebrows, the way his lips quiver slightly at the corners of his mouth, as if he wants to say something
but hasn’t the slightest clue where to start. She
doesn’t hold it against him: there’s no easy way to
reply to such a comment. His is a natural reaction,
and although he doesn’t end up saying anything,
she’s still glad to have someone to talk to.
She doesn’t remember how it started. The only
thing she remembers are the tapes.

“You drowse.”
An awkward silence descends, one that neither
of them seems able — or willing — to break. Finally, the man touches the magazine lying facedown on his leg.
“So, what do you do when you’re not on a train?”
Here it is, she thought. The part that separates
the men from the boys. The part that separates me
from everyone else.
“I don’t spend much time off the train.”
“What,” he says with a laugh, “you live here?”
“Yes.” Her smile falters.
So does his.

#

#

“Does the train have to be moving?”
At first Alice doesn’t know what the man is talking about. Then she smiles — outwardly this time
— and utters a short, embarrassed laugh. “Sorry,
yes,” she says, correcting herself. “I can’t fall asleep
unless I’m on a moving train.”
“Now we’re getting somewhere.” The man rubs
his hands together, and now it’s Alice’s smile that
quivers, because she can see that this man whom
she approached and engaged in conversation believes they are playing a game. He believes she’s
making a joke.
“So,” he continues, “you can only sleep on trains
and they have to be moving.”
“Well,” she says, “it’s not like I snap awake the
moment we pull into a station. I’ve spent enough
time on trains at this point that I can usually nap
through brief interruptions. But mostly, yes, it
needs to be moving.”
The man nods as his smile widens. I don’t know
what your game is, that smile says, but I’ll play it
for a bit longer.
“You nap,” he says.
Alice nods. “I drowse.”

She is eight years old the first time her father takes
her to the store with the ocean inside.
They drive downtown and park in a lot on King
Street. Her father grumbles about “robbery” after
paying the attendant, but Alice doesn’t understand.
He gave the money over willingly enough. There’s a
lot of things she doesn’t understand about her father.
Walking toward Yonge Street, Alice holds her
father’s hand as he manoeuvres them around the
sidewalk people. He scoops her into his arms to
cross the street, depositing her back on the ground
once they reach the other side. He takes her down
a side street, past a man lying on the pavement in
a sleeping bag. The man is very dirty, his hair
greasy and stringy, and there is a cardboard sign
in front of him with the words please give.
Alice is so captivated by this man, sleeping outside only a few feet from a pile of stinking overstuffed garbage bags, that she catches only a
glimpse of the store that is their destination — a
green teapot in the display window — before her
father pulls her inside.

#

#
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“You need to play hard to get,” Ms. Jill says when
Alice returns to their compartment. She’s sitting next
to the window, her face hidden behind Vanity Fair.
Her suitcase lies open on the floor next to her feet.
“Hard to get?” Alice frowns. “I live on a train.”
“It’s a figure of speech, dear.”
Alice tries to burn a hole through the magazine
with her eyes. “Have you ever noticed that most
figures of speech are nothing but bullshit?” Alice
doesn’t swear very often; she thinks if she does it
sparingly it will have more of an effect.
“Congratulations,” Ms. Jill says, “you just passed
one of life’s great unwritten tests. Have a Twinkie.”
“I don’t want a Twinkie.” Alice stares at the
magazine. Burn, burn, burn.
“Take a nap, then.”
“I don’t want to take a nap.”
“Then find another boy.” Ms. Jill lowers the
magazine. “Go on, kid, ye bother me.”
“My father pays you to be here.”
“He pays me to teach you. Not to put up with a
sourpuss.”
“I am not a sourpuss.”
The magazine goes back up. Ms. Jill is done talking. Alice leaves in a pout.
#
The jingle of tiny bells announces their arrival. She
looks up in search of the bells, but then the another
sound, this one the crash and thunder of the ocean,
sweeps over her and draws her attention away.
The sound is coming from the back of the store.
Her father’s hand is suddenly gone. He’s standing
at the counter, talking to a woman in a red silk
robe with a yellow dragon embroidered over the
left breast. While they speak in low tones, Alice
wanders off in search of the ocean.
She doesn’t know what she expects to find, but
she keeps her eyes on the ground, hoping that if
she walks far enough the brown carpet will turn
suddenly to sand and then to water.
What she finds instead is a standing shelf occupied by an elaborate stereo system. The ocean
sounds are coming from a pair of speakers that are
taller than her. Between the speakers is a display
of CDs with titles like Morning Mist and Muskoka
Autumn and Wolf Calls.
No ocean, Alice realizes, disappointed. Looks
can be deceiving. This is something her father says
a lot, usually while he’s reading one of his interminable legal briefs, his red pen poised like a surgeon’s scalpel.
Her father calls out to her, says it’s time to go.
Alice runs back, and as they leave the store, she
yells out loud enough to wake the man sleeping
on the sidewalk.
Sounds can be deceiving, too!
#
Alice divides her time between two trains, the Canadian and the Ocean. Together they provide
travel across most of Canada — the Canadian runs
between Vancouver to Toronto, while the Ocean
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covers Montreal to Halifax.
Alice has her own room — or compartment, in
train-speak — on both trains. She also has a portable television, a DVD player, and a laptop with
wireless internet access. The courses she doesn’t
take with tutors like Ms. Jill she receives via online
correspondence.
On her way to the lounge car Alice reflects on how
good she has it. How many teenage girls could say
they lived on a train? How many of them would
want to? a voice chirped back at her. She ignores
it — or tries to — and tells herself that it could be
worse. How? She doesn’t answer the voice.
The view outside her window changes every
day. Sometimes when the train is stopped at a station, she will sit in front of her window and pretends she’s waiting for a movie to start. When the
train begins to move, jerking forward in headsnapping fits, those are the coming attractions.
Then, as they pull away from the station and the
scenery begins to change — a suburban neighbourhood; warehouses; even a boring wheat field
— she feels a tingle of excitement in her stomach,
like being on a rollercoaster before the first big
plunge. These are the opening credits, she thinks
as the train begins to pick up speed. The movie is
about to begin!
#
Alice and her father visit the store with the ocean
inside several times over the following months,
always leaving with a new tape. Her father isn’t
happy with any of them, though he can’t — or
won’t — say exactly why. “They don’t work,” he
mutters obscurely. Alice doesn’t understand, but
she feels in some way responsible. He only plays
the tapes in her room, and only at night. Alice
makes a point of saying how much she enjoys
them — especially the one that made it sound like
there was a thunderstorm in her bedroom — but
it never seems to satisfy him.
It isn’t until she’s older that she will make the
connection between the tapes and her insomnia.
That one was supposed to cancel out the other.
#
She bounces the dinner roll back and forth in her
hands, like the pitcher in a baseball game, trying
to decide between a fastball or a curve. It’s appropriate, she thinks, because she is giving serious
consideration to beaming the roll off someone’s
head. Not for any reason other than to relieve her
boredom. She wonders idly if it’s possible to die
from boredom. If so, she hopes it will happen
soon. She’s that bored.
“Confucius say dinner roll upside head is good
conversation starter,” she mutters to no one in
particular.
She knows she won’t actually do it, but she likes
to think she could. The only thing that stays her
hand is the precarious deal her father made to get
her on this train—on any train, actually, owned by
VIA Rail Canada.

She puts the roll down. It’s not likely to start the
kind of conversation she wants, anyway.
#
They drive downtown again. Walking up Yonge
Street, Alice’s father declares it will be their last
trip to the store, the last tape he will buy. His mounting frustration, coupled with the dark smudges
under Alice’s eyes, have brought him to this decision. He looks down and sees himself holding
hands with the skeleton of an eight-year-old child.
The sky is compacted with thunderheads.
There’s no wind and the tips of the tallest buildings seem to scrape the bottoms of the clouds. At
the store, Alice’s father buys the tape quickly,
without preamble. The woman behind the counter sees the clinched desperation on the man’s face
and checks herself from telling him about the sale
they’re currently having on Tibetan stress sticks.
They are in the store only minutes, but it’s already raining heavily when they come back outside. It’s falling too hard to walk back to the car.
Alice’s father scoops her into his arms and runs
down the street to the stairs leading down to the
subway. On the train, Alice begins to feel a dizzy,
drifting sensation. She doesn’t know it at the time
but she is about to experience the deepest sleep
she has known since the day she was born. Her
parting thoughts as consciousness leaves her are
of Snow White and Sleeping Beauty and a final
dim worry that she won’t wake up again. It’s not a
serious concern. She is, in fact, too tired to care.
When her father looks down and sees her fast
asleep, the mingled frustration and anger of the
past year suddenly falls away like an old shell. He
feels a pulse of excitement so bright and strong his
first response is to jump and yell and scream and cry.
But doing any of these things would wake her up,
and he wouldn’t do that even if someone put a gun
to his head and threatened to pull the trigger.
He puts his arm around her instead, and Alice
slumps bonelessly against him. Her mouth falls
open and she lets out a sound she hasn’t made in
he doesn’t know how long.
A snore.
#
The Park car is located at the very rear of the train.
Although reserved for first-class passengers, no
one questions Alice’s presence there. She has the
run of the entire train. She’s in a class all her own.
Thankfully there are only a few passengers in
the lounge, and all of them are at the bar soaking
up cocktails and talking animatedly about the incredible view rushing by the windows.
Alice moves to the far end of the car so she can
watch the track run away from the back of the
train. She comes here often to read when there
aren’t too many people around. Sometimes she
comes to sleep.
She doesn’t think about sleep as much as most
people think about it. She’s never had the life-long
relationship with sleep enjoyed by others., but

she’s okay with that. Before the trains, her father
had taken her to a therapist who spoke gravely of
the “victims of insomnia.” She said Alice was a
“prisoner of sleeplessness” and used a lot of sleeprelated metaphors that Alice assumed were designed to make her feel better about her situation.
Alice didn’t say much at any of these sessions. She
didn’t see herself as either a victim or a prisoner.
The therapist said Alice was trying too hard to be
tough or proud, but the truth was she just too
tired to say anything.
#
Despite her father’s proclamation, they visit the
store one final time—just long enough to find out
that they don’t sell tapes of train sounds. The
woman behind the counter isn’t even sure such
things even exist.
Alice’s father grins at her savagely. “We’ll see
about that.”
#
Sometimes she wishes she was artistic, that she
drew portraits or painted landscapes. It would give
her something to do on these long rides back and
forth across the country. It would also give her an
excuse for staring at people on the train. Instead
she will prop a magazine in front of her and pretend she’s reading. Staring is rude; watching is not.
#
The tapes her father makes work, but only for a
little while. Like a drug they begin to lose their
potency over time. Alice develops an immunity
toward them, and eventually she is awake through
the night again. She is neither bitter nor disappointed. How can she be when this is all she’s ever
known? She’s a bit older now, a bit more aware;
she knows most people don’t have this much
trouble falling asleep. But she can’t do anything
about it.
Alice and her father ride the subway from Finch
to Downsview and back again. Alice dozes while
her father works through a stack of newspapers
he bought at a kiosk in Union Station. She doesn’t
really sleep, only drifts a little way from consciousness like a boat tied to a dock. The sound of the
operator calling out stops is like the rope that connects her to land, the one that keeps pulling her
back from the tranquil waters of sleep.
#
Ms. Jill is the first tutor who didn’t try to connect
with Alice through Lewis Carroll’s novel. She
didn’t compare The Canadian to Wonderland; she
didn’t refer to Alice’s life on the trains as an Adventure. She spoke to her like she was a real person.
Alice’s father didn’t pay the other tutors to be
her friend, but most of them couldn’t help but
sympathize with her situation. That’s what they
always called it — her “situation.” The tutors made
her feel like a sponge, and she could only suck up
so much of their pitying looks before telling her
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father to send another one… and another… and
another.
Ms. Jill referred to Alice’s “situation” only once
and in such an uninterested manner (“You can
only fall asleep on a train, huh? That’s a pisser.”)
that their friendship was inevitable. Her name was
Jill, but Alice was uncomfortable calling her tutors
by their first names so they came up with a compromise.
And now she’s leaving.
#
Alice’s father takes her to specialists. He doesn’t
want to, the same way he doesn’t pay someone to
iron his shirts, because it’s something he’s perfectly capable of doing himself, but he knows
there’s nothing more he can do on his own.
Alice spends two nights in something called a
sleep clinic. A man in a lab coat who smells like
cigarettes attaches rubber suction cups to her
forehead. There are wires attached to the cups
that run across the floor to a machine that Alice
fears will electrocute her. She stays up all night
staring between the machine and a long mirror set
in the wall that’s she pretty sure is actually a window of some kind with people on the other side.
The specialists turn out to be as useful as the
woman in the tape store—which is to say, not useful at all. They can’t find anything wrong with
Alice. Her father tries to tell them the answer is
trains. He tries to make them understand, but they
look at him like he’s speaking in another language.
He tells them about the train tapes and how they
worked for a little while, and although they smile
and nod, he can tell they’re not listening.
#
Ian Rogers is the
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Jackson Award and
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When Alice returns to their compartment Ms. Jill
is standing next to her suitcase looking as prim
and rigid as a schoolmarm in an old photograph.
“I’m sorry I yelled at you,” she says.
“You didn’t yell at me.”
“Well, whatever I did, I’m sorry. This is the worst
part of the trip. I’m not good with good-byes.”
Alice shrugs. “Who is?”
#
Her father’s last straw is also the strangest. He
sends Alice to a camp for kids with sleep disorders.
By the end of the summer she forgets what the
place is called, but she’ll always remember the
nickname the other kids called it.
Camp Zombie.
She doesn’t feel bad when the sleep workshops
and therapy sessions and relaxation exercises fail
to do anything for her. It’s the thought that
counts. She doesn’t make any friends, but then she
doesn’t expend much effort trying to make any.
On the last day of camp she is the first one to the
parking lot where all of the parents are waiting to
pick up their zombie children. She doesn’t stick
around to make her good-byes.
She has a train to catch.
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#
Ms. Jill leaves the train in Saskatoon. Alice carries her
suitcase to the stairs leading down to the platform.
“What’s your clean clothes situation like?”
“It’s okay. I’ll do some laundry once I get to Vancouver.”
“How long will you stay?”
“Two days. Maybe three.”
“Will you be okay?”
Alice shrugs. The question makes feel a little
uncomfortable. She’s not used to having someone
look after her. The other tutors never went much
further than making sure her homework was finished. It pleases and annoys her by turns. “I don’t
have much choice,” she says. “The Canadian only
runs three days a week.”
“You should get back on the Ocean.”
Alice nods. The Ocean runs six days a week.
And no wheat fields.
“Will you be able to sleep before you get to Vancouver?”
“Maybe. I don’t know. It doesn’t matter.” She shrugs
again. “I’ll sleep through the Prairies on the trip back.”
“Good. I sleep through the Prairies all the time.”
They share a small smile, then Ms. Jill pulls Alice
into an awkward hug. She drags her fingers
through Alice’s wavy auburn hair.
“It’s getting long,” she says. “You should get a trim.”
“I will.”
“Don’t forget your paper on The Tempest.”
Alice nods against her shoulder. Ms. Jill kisses
the top of her head and steps off the train. She
waves over her shoulder and disappears into the
throng of people milling on the platform. Alice
waves back. Even though she’s the one on the
train, it’s the departing passengers who seem to be
heading off to new and interesting places.
#
One night in August, Alice’s father invites a friend
over for dinner. His names is Bill Monaghan. Alice’s father says he hasn’t seen him in ten years,
since they were roommates at the University of
Toronto. Now he’s a bigwig at VIA Rail. Alice’s asks
what’s a bigwig? Her father says to never mind and
to go put on her nice dress, the one with the blue
flowers on it.
After dinner she clears the table so her father and
Mr. Monaghan can talk. During the course of their
conversation, Alice’s father makes a strange request.
Stranger still, Bill Monaghan agrees.
#
The train starts its clanking, stuttering roll out of
the station. Back in her compartment, Alice stares
out the window, her face pressed against the glass,
the cold numbing her cheek. She doesn’t think
about Ms. Jill, or her father, or sleep. She doesn’t
think about anything. The movie is about to start
and she doesn’t want to miss a second of it. She
wants to see what happens next.
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